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News

Faculty Forum

Social Work Objectives

by James Fay
This week’s Faculty Forum
focuses on the Social Work Depart
ment as discussed with Dr. Ellen J.
Salvatore, the department chairper
son here at Providence College.
On July 1, 1982, the Social Work
program was given full departmen
tal status. Dr. Ellen Salvatore was
named as the first Social Work
Department chairperson. This is
expected to accomplish two basic
objectives. First, to make that area
o f study more visible, and second,
to provide for closer communica
tion with the administration and
with other departments.
The program has recently been
re-accredited by the Council on
Social Work Education, which is
the National accreditation body in
this country for programs at the
baccalaureate level and masters
level. It received an eight year

Fr. Smith A ppoin ted
Providence, RI — Rev. Philip
A. Smith, O.P., has been ap
pointed assistant to the Very Rev.
T hom as R. P e te rs o n , O .P .,
president of Providence College.
F r. Smith succeeds Rev. John
B. Davis, O.P., who was recently
nam ed M aster of Novices for the
D om inican P ro v in c e of St.
Joseph.
A 1961 alumnus of PC, Fr.
Smith joined the PC faculty in
September, 1981 as an assistant
pro fe sso r of philosophy and
religious studies. P rior to this
assignm ent, he taught religious
studies a t Caldwell College (from

1970-1981), New Jersey and Sr.
G ertrude’s P arish in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Ordained a Dominican priest in
1968, Fr. Smith holds a m aster’s
degree in philosophy from St.
Stephen's College in Dover, MA,
the S.T.Lr. degree from the
C ollege of the Im m acu late
Conception in Washington, D.C.,
and Ph.D. from Drew University
in Madison, N.J.
A native of Prince Edward
Island. Canada. Fr. Smith is a
m em ber of the College Theology
S ociety and the C atholic
Theological Society of America.

Personnel Director Named

Stiepock Takes Post
PROVIDENCE,
RI—Col.
Robert C. Stiepock of Lincoln, RI,
has been appointed personnel
director a t Providence College, it
was announced today by College
President, the Very Reverend
Thomas R. Peterson, O P .
Under the supervision of the
College’s business manager,
Stiepock will be responsible for
adm inistering the College’s nonacadem ic personnel program .
His specific duties will include
adm inistering
the
wage
classification plan for clerical
and secretarial staff; recruiting
all secretarial, office, library,
technical and nursing personnel;
assisting in the recruitm ent of
adm inistrative
staff;
m aintaining personnel records,
and adm inistering the fringe
benefits program .
Col Stiepock, who has served as
chairm an of PC 's m ilitary
science departm ent for the past
three y ears, was commissioned
as a distinguished m ilitary
graduate from the University of
Scranton in 1959. He began his
m ilitary c areer as an infantry
officer
in
G erm any,
then
commanded the m ilitary police
honor guard a t West Point. In
1967 he served a tour of duty in
Vietnam a s a m ilitary police
operations officer.
After receiving his m a ste r’s
degree in English literature from
Colum bia University, Stiepock
taught in the E nglish departm ent
a t West Point for three years.
This tour w as followed by another
teaching assignm ent in the
departm ent of com m and a t the
arm y ’s Command and General
Staff College where, as an
instructor for the leadership and
m anagem ent com m ittee, he
assisted with the development of
the communications, human
resource public affairs and

professional ethics instruction for
the core curriculum .
A graduate of the Army's
Command and Staff College at
F ort
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
Stiepock was also an honor
graduate of the Army Advanced
Public Affairs Institute a t the
University of Wisconsin.
Before taking charge of PC's
Army ROTC program in 1979,
Stiepock served for three years
a s an operations officer and
deputy com mander in Europe.
He received the Bronze Star in
Vietnam and two aw ards of the
M eritorious Service Medal for his
service at West Point and in
Germany.

creditation which is the largest
given by the CSWE in a benefit for
a student who wishes to go on to
graduate school, or one who desires
to go directly into the social work
field.
The emphasis o f the program is
to combine “ theory and prac
tice” —through experience. Several
upper level courses combine a one
hour per week seminar with field
work which ranges anywhere from
8 to 16 hours per week depending
on the course. This provides
students with practical experience,
and also aids students in determin
ing the specific field they would like
to enter. There are various employ
ment opportunities for students
who study social work. One very
important area o f work is with the
aging. The dramatic growth in the
number o f elderly people in this

country has created a tremendous
need for dedicated people in this
particular area . Other areas in
clude the fields o f health, mental
health, and child welfare.
Dr. Salvatore said that she felt
students who do become involved
in the serious pursuit o f a career in
social work are very dedicated peo
ple with a real concern for people
and society as a whole. Follow-up
studies have shown that approx
imately 75-80 percent o f graduates
from PC with degrees in social
work enter the human services
field. About 10 percent go directly
to graduate school and approx
imately 50 percent do obtain
graduate level education at some
point. If you feel that you might be
interested in studying social work
contact Dr. Salvatore in Howley
105 o r by phoning 2525.

Learning Assistance Seminar Series

A Way to Improve Skills
by Kathy Bisegna
There has been much controver
sy in the last 10 years over how well
prepared students are for college.
SAT scores have been declining
and it seems that Students are hav
ing trouble in such areas as reading,
writing and reasoning skills. To
counter this trend, many schools
have started Learning Skills and
Developmental Studies Programs.
Such a program is now in the early
stages here at PC under the direc
tion o f Jodi White, in cooperation
with the D ean’s O ffice, the
Counseling Center and the Basic
Skills Committee.
Last year, the Faculty Senate
formed a Basic Skills Committee to
investigate the possibility o f in
stituting a program. The goal of
this program would be to help
students strengthen their basic lear
ning skills and adjust more easily
to the rigors o f college academic
life. Jodi White was hired in the
Fall of 1981 to run some skills mini
courses. The courses were
evaluated and a student/faculty
survey conducted. Due to the
positive response, an expanded
Learning Assistance Seminar Series
was implemented this Fall.
Six free seminars, open to all PC
students will be run throughout the
year. So far three seminars have

VOTE

Off Campus Students

been conducted and the response
has been strong. The first seminar,
“ Writing an ‘A ’ Paper,” was con
ducted by Dr. Ellen Goodman and
80 students attended. O ther
seminars include “ Test Preparation
and Dealing with Anxiety” , “ Math
Anxiety” and “ Library Use.”
White is very excited with the
seminars and is “ pleased with the
response and m o tivation o f
students.” She also wants students
to know that her office, theCounseling Center, and the Basic
Skills Committee are “ open to
ideas, suggestions and any kind of
constructive in put.”
In addition to the seminar series,

W hite is available for skills
assistance, both individually and in
small groups. White also stresses
that the need to develop academic
skills in “ not uniquely a freshman
concern. Close to 50"% of our
seminars are attended by up
perclassm en. D evelopm ental
Studies is a great way to improve
GRE scores, grade point averages,
and a person’s future performance
in graduate school.”
Any student who is interested in
improving their academic ability is
encouraged to contact Jodi White
in Library 104 or inquire in the
Counseling Center.

Congress Meetings:

Calendar Stays for ’83-’84
At the Student C ongress
m eeting on Sunday, November 7,
COA
re p re s e n ta tiv e
John
Vasconcellos reported that the
1983-84 college c a le n d a r will
rem ain a s planned. Students had
questioned the calendar, which
allows for three vacations second
sem ester and schedules Com
mencement for the late date of
May 28.
Resident Board president John
Dillon reported that the Colonel's
Corner is being well used this
year. Such groups as JRW Core
C om m ittee, th e G irls’ Cross
Country team and a num ber of
dorm s have run successful events
and m any m ore are booked for
the future.
G erry Yapaola of the BOP
announced
th a t
M arshall
Crenshaw tickets were on sale at

$5 for PC students and $6.50 for
guests. There is a limit of 100
guests for the November 20
concert in Alumni Gym.
At the November 14th Congress
Meeting, a JRW-weary Congress
was reminded that a new Ocro
election is slated for Friday.
Running for president are Andy
Cervini and Mike Smith. Steve
Burbage and Mary Beth Carver
are vying for vice-president. Tom
McCarthy and Mike Broderick
are the candidates for treasurer
and M aureen Stafford is running
unopposed for secretary.
Christm asfeast bills go on sale
on Thursday and Friday of this
week for seniors. Remaining bids
will be sold to other classes next
Monday and Tuesday. Bids are
$25 for the December 4th event.

ANDY CERVINI
for

OCRO President
No. 1 on the ballot
Educational Center

ENROLL NOW!

TEST PREPARATION

Election: Friday, November 19
in Lower Slavin

InMoreThan105major USCities &Abroad

(401)273-6630

Outside NYState CALLTOLL FREE: 800 223-1782
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RE: Drinking

Points o f Interest

U .S. Colleges Stiff on Laws
By David Gaede
(CPS) — According to the new
signs posted around the stadium ,
there won’t be any m ore drinking
a t University of Alabam a football
gam es this year. Campus police
and local law enforcement of
ficials have geared up to watch
fans for telltale signs of carrying
booze to the game.
At Notre Dame, th ere’s another
tough new anti-drinking policy.
Starting this fall, students can no
lo nger b rin g alco h o l onto
university property.
Indiana University is going
even farther. University officials
are making unannounced “spot
checks” for alcohol a t the public
areas of cam pus dorm s and
fraternity houses to enforce a
new no-booze-on-campus rule.
C olleges and u n iv e rsitie s
around the country this fall are
imposing tough new drinking
policies, and a re creating new
means of making the policies
stick.
Students who run afoul of the
new ru le s
ty p ic a lly
face
disciplinary actions escalating
from reprim ands to suspensions,
with m andatory attendance at
alcohol education classes. Some
schools a r e to u g h e r: N o tre
Damers caught violating the
school drinking policy are liable
for a $100 minimum fine.
Not all students a re happy
about it. I n d ia n a 's stu d e n t
government is inviting student
complaints against the “raid s."
worrying about students’ privacy
rights.
But the new wave of anti
drinking policies has yet to evoke
much student response one way
or the other.
The a d m in is tr a to r s ’ ab ru p t
fe rv o r follow s d rin k in g law
changes in dozens of states over
the last three years.
Spurred by grassroots groups
such as Mothers Against Drunk
D rivers (MADD) and increasing
p re ssu re from N ew Right
coalitions such as J e rry F alw ell’s
Moral M ajority, sta te legislators
around the country have enacted
stiffe r law s a g a in s t d ru n k
drivers, raised the minim um
d rinkin g a g e s and in c re a se d
pressure on liquor stores and
bars not to sell alcohol to in
dividuals who are under-age or
already intoxicated.
And now colleges, too, are
responding to what they call “an
increased public aw areness of
alcohol abuse and dem ands for
stricter controls.”
“There’s definitely a greater
level of concern throughout the
higher education community to
a d d re ss (alcohol) p ro b le m s ,”
observes Dr. Gerardo Gonzalez.

p re sid e n t of Boost Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students
(BACCHUS), and director of the
C am pus Alcohol In form ation
Center at the University of
Florida.
"T here’s no question we have a
big problem ," Gonzalez says.
“About 90 percent of all college
students drink, and we know
from studies that 15 to 20 percent
a re
p ro b lem
d r in k e rs .”
He defines a problem drinker
a s “any student whose use of
alcohol re s u lts in freq u en t
n e g a tiv e
c o n sequences
to
themselves or to others."
A lthough the n um ber of
students with alcohol problems
appears to have peaked in the
last few years, Gonzalez says, “it
has stabilized at a drastically
high level.”
Twenty years ago, he points
out, only 70 percent of the college
students were alcohol drinkers,
an d only six p ercen t w ere
classified as problem drinkers.
Along with public pressure and
aw areness, college officials say
su ch s ta tis tic s have finally
prom pted them to adopt a “get
tough” attitude towards student
drinking.
The University of Maryland.
Penn State, Rutgers, Arizona.
Yale, the University of Denver,
Dartmouth, and St. Bonaventure
are just a few of the colleges
struggling to develop or update
their alcohol policies this year.
M aryland, for instance, just
banned alcohol from outdoor
parties in order to comply with
the sta te 's new higher drinking
age. Because it would be “far too
difficult to effectively monitor”
outdoor p arties for under-age
drinkers, says Sandy Neverett,
assistant resident life director,
the school has banned drinking
altogether at such events.
The University of Arizona has
cracked down on student partygoers too, w arning them that it is
illegal to transport or consume
alcohol in university vehicles.
When student government of
ficials w ere recently caught with
20 cases of beer in a universityowned station wagon, UA Garage
M anager Jam es D ittm ars called
the action “intolerable,” and
issued a severe warning to the
perpetrators.
St. Bonaventure has joined 80
other New York colleges which
a re reevaluating their alcohol
policies in light of a state-wide
crackdown on drinking, which
included raising the drinking age
from 18 to 19.
In addition to banning booze at

football gam es, the University of
Alabama will try to curtail all
drinking at outdoor parties and
concerts, says spokesman Mike
Ellis.
"Alcohol is a problem on any
ca m p u s.” sa y s N otre D am e
Health Services Director Peggy
Cronin. “The whole pressure
thing at a competitive university
like Notre Dame multiplies the
p o ssibility of alcohol abuse.
We re asking ourselves ‘What
can we do about alcohol abuse?’
We don’t expect everyone to stop
drinking, but we do want each
student to find out if drinking is
for him. and if so, how m uch.”
“ We’ve consulted and we've
talked and we’ve listened to
students, and yet we never got a
real program developed," says
M ichael S chardein, a s sista n t
dean of students at Indiana
University. "As soon as the
university started backing off
and saying to the students ‘You
can take responsibility for the
problem,' we found that the
students backed off too.”
C onsequently,
the
ad
m in istra tio n recen tly sim ply
forbade all drinking at the school.
“We aren’t foolish enough to
believe that Indiana University
students aren 't going to touch a
drop of alcohol for the four years
they’re h ere,” Schardein admits.
"But in term s of vandalism,
stu d en ts flunking out. and
several tragedies a y ear of people
coming home drunk from parties,
we think it (the new policy) will
make a difference."
Still, alcohol e x p e rts like
Gonzalez stress that students
must be involved in the alcohol
programs.
“ If you don’t have the student
involvement and support,” he
adds. “ I don’t care how good your
policy is, it won’t work."

Providence, RI — Lucille Clif
ton, the 1980 recipient o f the
Juniper Prize for poetry excellence,
will conduct a poetry reading at
Providence College on Wednesday,
November 17 at 8 p.m. The
reading, which will take place in
Aquinas Lounge, is free and open
to the public.
The Juniper Prize was establish
ed in 1975 by the University o f
Massachusetts Press. It was nam
ed in honor o f poet Robert Fran
cis who for many years lived at
Fort Ju n ip er in A m herst,
Massachusetts. Previous winners
have included Jane Shore, William
Dickey and Eleanor Wilnor.
Clifton, who makes her home in
Baltimore, Maryland, attended
Howard University and Fredonia
State Teachers College. Some of
her works include Good News
About the Earth, Good Times, and
A n Ordinary Woman. In addition,
Clifton has had her work publish
ed in The Negro Digest and The
Massachusetts Review. She is cur
rently conducting poetry readings
at various colleges and universities
throughout the country.
Marketing, publicity and graphic
arts volunteers are needed now for
Rhode Island Lung Association
events. This is a good opportunity
to acquire practical experience and
portfolio pieces. Students will be
put to work designing and ex
ecuting publicity programs for such
projects as the Fort Adams Road
Race, local Christmas Seal projects
and newsletters. Students will get
the chance to work with the media
as well as come up with creative
ideas. Students should put together
some samples o f their writing and
design work and call Carol
McCullough at 421-6487 for an
appointment.
In what may seem an unlikely
pairing, college financial aid ad
ministrators have joined forces
with student groups opposed to the
draft registration to fight a new law
aimed at eliminating financial aid

benefits to non-registrants o f Selec
tive Service.
Student groups are against the
new law because they feel it
discriminates against both men and
the poor. The law will not affect
women, who are not required by
law to register with Selective Ser
vice, nor will it affect the wealthy
who are not dependent upon finan
cial assistance for their education.
For these reasons, the United
States Student Association, a na
tional association of university
students, has joined with other stu
dent groups in urging colleges not
to cooperate with the Selective Ser
vice by not enforcing the law. It is
also investigating the possibility of
a lawsuit against the federal
government for imposing the
measure.
College financial aid officials,
too, are opposed to the new law.
Already overburdened with paper
work, they have neither the time
nor the inclination to act as
watchdogs for the US Department
o f Defense.
To properly enforce the law,
financial aid officials would either
have to require proof o f draft
registration before releasing
government checks or would have
to send names of all draft age reci
pients to Washington for verifica
tion. Not only would either ap
proach be time consuming, also
confusing under the present laws
which d o n ’t require college
students to identify their sex on
financial aid forms.
The new law was signed into ef
fect on September 8 by President
Reagan, following an overwhelm
ing approval by Congress earlier in
the summer. It will go into effect
July 1, 1983.
Less than six percent of the men
between 18 and 21 who arc re
quired to register for the draft have
failed to do so, the Selective Ser
vice reported this month. It is not
known how many of that number
are receiving federal educational
assistance.

The Board of Programers
presents

THANKSGIVING VACATION BUSES
Buses will leave promptly at times stated below, with or without you, so be there 15 minutes
ahead of time.
Tickets are needed to board the buses—both from Slavin and at departure places.
NEW YORK CITY: Cost — Round Trip — $21.00
Departure: From Slavin Center — Tuesday, November 23rd at 1:00 p.m.
Arriving: At N.Y.C., 42nd Street and 9th Avenue at 5:30 p.m.
Return Trip: Buses will depart from 42nd Street and 9th Ave. on Sunday, November
28th at 1:00 p.m.
STAMFORD, CT. —Cost — Round Trip — $18.00

The Cowl
established by P.C. in 1935
Editor-in-chief......................................................Judy A. McNamara '83
Assistant Editor......................................................... Vera Chwostyk '8 4
Editorial Editor...................... ................................ Catherine A. Jahn '84
News Editor........................................................Kathryn A. Bisegna '84
Sports E d ito r..-..................... ......................................... Kevin Burke 83
Features Editor..................... ....................... .....................Mary Little 84
Copy Editors................... Joann Mahoney '8 4 and Marta Carlson '83
Typist: Gen LaCava, Tim Mahoney, Margaret Sweet, Monica Castaldi,
Meg Berrigan, Margo Urbanik, Sue Grande, Jim Hamerschlag, Yvette
Boisclair, Mary Evans. Brenda Clement. Meg McLoughlin
Photography Editor......... ............................................... Claire Cerni ’83
Graphics Editor......................................... ...........Patrick Harrington ’85
Advertising Manager......................................... James M. Spellissy '83
Asst. Advertising Manager..........................Amy D ermarderosian ’83
Layout Editor..................... .....................................Susan Robertson ’84
Business Manager.................................... ................ Timothy Farrell ’84
Faculty forum ....................................................................Jam es Fay ’84
T ime Out Editor.......................................................... Michele Griffin ’84
Circulation Mgrs............. Michael Kennally ’83 and Brian Noble ’85

Departure: From Slavin Center — Tuesday, November 23rd at 1:00 p.m.
Arriving: At Stanford Railroad Station, just off interstate 95 at 3:45
Return Trip: Buses will pick students up from Railroad Station on Sunday, November
28th at 2:30 p.m.
NEW HAVEN, CT. — Cost — Round Trip — $16.00
Departure: At New Haven Greyhound terminal just off Interstate 95 at 3:15 p.m.
Return Trip: Buses will pick students up from Greyhound Terminal on Sunday, No
vember 28th at 3:00 p.m.
BOSTON, MA. — Cost — Round Trip — $10.00
Departure: From Slavin Center, Tuesday, November 23rd at 1:00 p.m.
Arriving: Boston’s South Station, Trailways Gate 10 at 2:00 p.m.
Return Trip: Buses will pick students up from Trailways Gate 10 on Sunday, Novem
ber 28th at 5:00 p.m.

Tickets Are Available In The

BOP Office
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_E d ito r ia ls
The Activity Fee

Who Really Benefits?
The Editorial Board o f the Cowl
questions the necessity o f any pro
posal by any individual, organiza
tion or higher authority to raise the
student activity fee. As it present
ly stands, the student activity fee
budget, which comes directly from
tuition, totals $132,600. This figure
is based on a sum o f $39 multiplied
by 3400 students.
This money goes into The Stu
dent Congress account and is
dispersed by Congress’s finance
committee to the Board o f Pro
grammers and various other clubs
and organizations.

Weekend and Commencement?
Events such as these are becoming
increasingly more expensive and
obviously involve an extremely
large portion o f the student body?
Will it increase the amount of
funds the various clubs receive?
Or will it go to the Board o f Pro
grammers and increase their work
ing budget to over $100,000. One
hundred thousand dollars—that’s
a lot o f programming.
If the Board receives even more
money than they presently receive
will the admission fee at mixers be
reduced? Will the price o f beer go

“ Will an increased student activity fee budget affect positively the entire student body
or will it be a means fo r our more
prestigious, popular or at least well known
organizations to manipulate and control
our social/extra curricular life at PC. ”
The BOP received $91,125 from
the activity fee budget for the
1982-83 programming year. This is
an extremely large portion o f our
activity fee. Most Board events are
designed to reach a large and /o r
varied portion o f the student body.
It is the policy o f the Board to pre
sent top quality events at a reduc
ed rate, without the intention of
making a profit, for the benefit of
the entire student body. This
$91,125 is used for the planning
and programming o f these events.
Other clubs such as the football
club received $13,600, Big Brothers
and Sisters $1000, Rugby $1000,
the Art Club $300, all the way
down to the PC Republicans and
the B ooters Club, who received
$50.
The Cowl questions where the
increased funds will go if the activi
ty fee is raised. Will they go to the
classes to help fund Junior Ring

down instead o f up? Will the Board
have more bigtime concerts to at
tract the interest o f a large number
of students or will the funds be
poured into a committee called the
Last Resort which hosts less than
200 students weekly?
Will an increased student activi
ty fee budget affect positively the
entire student body or will it be a
means for our more prestigious,
popular or at least well known
organizations manipulate and
control our social/extra curricular
life at PC?
If the activity fee is raised the
students should know exactly
where those increased funds are go
ing. Who will benefit and who, if
anybody, will suffer.
W ho needs more money and
why? Do you think the activity fee
should be raised? Think about it.
The money is coming directly from
the student.

Anti-Catholicism

An American Dilemma
by Bob Gourley
Grand Knight, Friar Council
Knights of Columbus
T h ere’s a big problem in
A m erica. I t ’s called A ntiCatholicism and it affects anyone
who calls himself catholic. Leading
U.S. scholars have called it “ the
deepest bias in the history o f the
American people” .
What is Anti-Catholicism? It is
a prejudice that has become in
grained in American Society. It in
volves defamation, oppression, and
ridicule of the Catholic faith and
its fo llow ers.
It involves
maliciousness against the church
and her leaders, especially the Ho
ly Father.
Following guidelines and objec
tives o f Vatican II, the C a th o lic
League was founded in 1973 to
help combat these attacks on the
Catholic Church and people. The
League has activities that help fight
defamation of the Church. It also
responds to Catholic needs through
legal and educational activities.
Y ou’re probaby w ondering
where Anti-Catholicism takes place
in American society. Perhaps
you’ve never personally experienc
ed the insult o f having your religion
made fun of. O r perhaps you never
knew it!

As recently as 1982, the New
York Times ran an article on
religion in which the author refer
red to the Catholic Masses as simply
a “ cannibalistic” ritual.” Only
one priest protested the article
publicly. He was told that the
publisher felt it was a good article,
regardless of the defamation o f the
Catholic Mass. After several phone
calls and letters, the priest receiv
ed an apology on the editorial page.
M .A .S.H., one o f America's
m ost watched shows (and a
favorite here at PC as well), and
Saturday Night Live, (another
show we never miss) carry serious
undertones o f Anti-Catholicism.
Fr. Mulcahy on M.A.S.H. is
depicted as a fool. His high-toned
voice and effeminate qualities ap
pear to make him less than a man.
Catholics who know that real
priests do not behave like this man
laugh at his stupidity. People who
know little about our religion think
o f this foolish person who calls
himself a priest as a Catholic
Leader.
Fr. Guido Saraducci, Saturday
Night Live—stand-up priest, is
depicted as a priest who has
nothing better to do than smoke
cigarettes, take drugs, and make
Catholic jokes about the Pope and
the Church. Again, we laugh

Student Spokesman

The Calendar Farce ’83-’84
Dear Editor:
As we have not yet heard if
anything is going to be done to
change the 1983-1984 Calendar, I
would like to find out what is go
ing on. Don’t tell me students are
approving o f this farce! There are
so many aspects o f the proposed
schedule that are wrong I cannot
believe this school is being so
apathetic concerning it.
First o f all, the committee broke
one o f its own guidelines by
scheduling 3 vacations second
semester. Secondly, why is Father
Heath so worried about the dorms?
We are here First semester for 11
straight weeks up to Thanksgiving,
and I don’t hear of any extraor
dinary damages being committed in

dormitories. If there have been, I’d
love to hear about it. Thirdly, why
do the faculty members have to
have a vacation at the same time as
their children? For one thing, they
have the whole sum m er to spend
with their children. Isn’t a 3 month
vacation at the same time as the
public schools enough?! For
another thing, one does not see
shop or factory employees asking
for a vacation with their children.
This is a job, people!
As the calendar is now set, it is
impossible for students to establish
any continuity in their learning pro
cess. Did the committee ever con
sider the expenses involved for
students to get home? It’s not
cheap you know, since not all o f us

are from Rhode Island. Gas alone
takes a large chunk out o f our
already thin wallets. And what ever
happened to energy conservation
here on campus? Just because we
are initiating a new system to heat
the campus doesn’t call for the
total ignoring o f opportunities to
save energy and our money! It
seems to me that the people who
count, the students, and parents
who are helping us out, have not
been considered in putting together
this schedule. I want to see
something done about it and so do
my parents. What about you
PC??!
Michele E. G riffin,’84

More Calendar Commotion
Dear Editor:
These few thoughts are in
response to your lengthy article in
the recent Cowl relative to the Col
lege Calendar for the second
sem ester o f A cadem ic Year
1983-84. Your article had much
truth. It lacked, however, an
awareness o f the controlling in
fluence the date o f Easter 1984 ex
ercised on this calendar, plus it
lacked an acknowledgement of the
different influence Fall and Winter
weather introduce in our outdoor
recreation.
All members o f the College com
munity measure the winter vaca
tion, that is, a week’s vacation after
the first full five weeks o f class, as
a sensible fixture. This is con
trollable. All members o f the Col
lege community do not necessarily
agree on the vacation dates for the
remainder o f the second semester.
The fluctuation o f the Easter date,
a five week swing, accounts for
this. But that date o f Easter,
whenever it occurs does bind us to
its solemnity and to its rhythm.
The second semester you are
analyzing has the Easter date at its
latest. And following the winter
vacation cited above there occurs
eight full weeks o f school. So do
we conduct school for those eight
weeks, take our Easter break,
return for two full weeks o f school?
O r, do we break up those eight
straight weeks with some vacation,

because we know better. Others
laugh because they think Catholics
are “ funny” , i.e. peculiar, odd.
There are other examples on
defamation by the media which the
Catholic League have cited and
fought ag ainst. Interestingly
enough, the people running the
medias are well educated people
who know exactly what they’re do
ing when they make fun of
C atholics. 93% have college

adding that week o f school upon
return from the Easter vacation?
Two years ago these options
were on the President’s desk. Prin
ting, purchasing, scheduling, and
other influences strongly suggest
that we have a college calendar in
place a full two years in advance.
At Harvard the college calendar is
in place and printed ten years in
advance.
The President sought advice. O f
those consulted on his Administra
tion team one was a student recom
mended by the Student Congress.
At least fourteen other reasonable
persons were consulted on these
two options. With clear, detailed
and calm grasp o f the contending
arguments favoring one option or
the other, the recommendation to
the president was nearly unanimous
to adopt the schedule you are
analyzing. The President finalized
the school calendar for the second
semester o f the Academic Year
1984 at least one year ago, maybe
even two years ago. The student
representative to the Administra
tion was an official member o f the
team attending all meetings, listen
ing to any contending arguments.
Adequate time and opportunity
were at his disposal to carry the
tenor and content of these delibera
tions to the Student Congress for
their reflections. I presume this was
done. I presume these reflections
were carried back to the discussion

degrees and 55% have graduate
degrees. Only 8% claim to go to
church or synagogue weekly. On
the other hand 86% admit they
seldom or never go. This is a good
explanation o f where religious
morals have gone in the media.
The abortion issue has been
made by the media to look like a
Catholic issue. The Catholics are
behind an-Anti-Abortion amend
ment to the Constitution but so are

table and respectfully attended to.
All that needed to be said about
this decision was said.
Your article therefore contends
against two strong forces. The First
is time. It simply maybe too late to
alter the calendar. The second is the
is the sweet reasonableness of the
supporting arguments which deter
mined this school calendar. These
arguments are still flourishing and
I suspect will remain in place. They
were surrounded by counter
arguments then and from your a r
ticle, now. On balance the former
were and are more reasonable than
your counter argum ents are
reasonable.
In your research you called me.
My recommendation to the Presi
dent then, and my recommenda
tion to you now is identical. The
option I support is not perfect, but
on balance is reasonable, attractive
and manageable. More so, I judge
then the straight eight weeks of
school option coupled as it will be
to the vagaries of February, March
and April weather.
Lastly, the last sentence in your
article, identifying that school
calendar as ‘idiotic and uncalled
for’ is unfair. Fifteen reasonable
folks, including two First class
students deserve a more genteel
label to their handwork.
Walter J. Heath, O.P.
Director o f Residence
most Christian and Jewish groups.
How often do we hear o f the
Jewish Anti-Abortion Movement?
The m edia has m a d e A ntiAbortion equivalent with proCatholic. People who are proabortion are having a Field day with
this issue because it appears im
possible to unite the Anti-Abortion
groups into a force powerful
enough to get the a m e n d m e n t
(continued to Page 6)
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Commentary
Desk Personnel Responds
D ear Editor,
In response to Jam es F ay ’s
article, “PC Double Standard in
Dorms" in the November 3, 1982
issue of the Cowl, I as a m em ber
of the Desk Personnel Staff, offer
the following.
In his article, Mr. F ay refers to
the b a r r ie r c re a te d by the
presence of desk personnel in
every women’s dormitory. This
so called " b a rrie r” is just that. It
b a rs unw an ted g u e sts from
visiting a female. The choice of
exclusion from her room, should
be and is the sole choice of the
woman living in the room. Would
Mr. F ay ra th er have anyone from
the surrounding community walk
into a women's dormitory and
physically injure the good friends
of whom he is so anxious to visit
at all hours of the night?
Mr. Fay also stated, "This
sy stem n e c e ssa rily p re v e n ts

n o rm al
frie n d sh ip s
from
developing between the sexes.”
He seems to think that a normal
friendship cannot be developed
betw een the d esig n ated 141/2
hours of unrestricted visitations.
Another one of Mr. F ay’s
"problem s” is that males do not
have this "inconvenience” where
females do. All prejudices put
aside, women have a lot more to
lose from an unwanted intruder
than do the males.
T he fin al blow w as the
ridiculous proposal to “do away
with the procedure.” My final
s ta te m e n t to th is a b su rd ity ,
"Bravo, and let us also do away
with Providence College’s p er
fect record of zero rapes in our
dorms, in the last ten years of co
educational existence.”
Respectfully.
Thomas Pavano ‘85

JOURNAL IRRESPONSIBLE
D ear Editor:
As a professor at Providence
College, a close associate of
Mayor Cianci, and an avid fan of
the Providence Journal. I would
like to offer a comment on the
irre sp o n sib le conduct of the
Jo u rn a l in giving fro n t-p ag e
co v erag e to a s ta tis tic a lly
worthless poll by two Providence
College professors of political
science (Drs. Hyde and Carlson)
on the eve of the recent mayoral
election.
This Providence College poll
showed Frank Darigan with 44.4
percent of the vote. F red Lippitt
with 23.5 percent, and Mayor
Cianci at 19.8 percent. This was
the only survey taken by anyone
in this cam paign showing the
Mayor behind Lippitt — the
Journal's hapless candidate. Is
this why the Journal so recklessly
ru sh ed into p rin t w ith this
ludicrous tally?
As for m y colleagues a t the
college, one only hopes that they
like the taste of crow. Nowhere in
their press release announcing

their startling conclusions did
they mention that they took only
83 in te rv ie w s in P ro vidence
pertaining to the m ayoral con
test, making their m argin of
error potentially (and actually)
enormous. Are they, therefore,
political scientists or merely
political wishful thinkers?
The lesson to be drawn from
this incident is clear. If the media
and the pollsters feel compelled
to chart or predict an election
before the only poll that counts
has been concluded, they should
do so in a restrained, detached,
and scientific m anner. Otherwise
they mislead the public, unjustly
inflate or lower the m orale of the
contending parties, and com
prom ise their professional in
tegrity by using their seemingly
im partial position to influence an
election’s actual outcome.
Very truly yours,
P atrick T. Conley
Professor of History

Convict in Ohio

Requests Letters from P.C.
Dear Editor,
I am a convict in Ohio’s prison
system. I am a black male who
got caught up in the fast,
so m etim es
ex citing
and
sometimes violent “life of the
streets." Over the years, things
had gotten to the point where I
was only interested in doing:
what I wanted to do, when I
w anted to do it. and at
w hom ever's expense it happened
to occur. My thoughts centered
aro u n d the p le a su re of the
present — not being that con
cerned with whether or not I
infringed upon the rights of
others nor did I consider the long
term consequences of my ac
tions.
Locking a man up in an
overcrow ded, b ru ta l and d e
humanizing environment with
little or no TREATM ENTREHABILITATION and then
expect him to come out with a
healthy outlook towards society
just isn't realistic.
Ohio’s prisons are not geared
toward reforming the prisoner —
rather they act as a w arehouse to
confine him for as long as

possible and “upon release."
they "hope" that he has learned
his lesson!
One of the problems that the
offender faces is that the public
wants us off the streets and the
courts usually reflect the basic
attitudes of the public by giving
us a long sentence; however,
neither the public nor the courts
are concerning themselves with
whether we get "help" — just get
us away from decent people.
Now. I'm not saving that we

Nuclear Freeze Referendum

should not be locked up. but I do
feel that we deserve a chance to
m ake the necessary "changes.”
You cannot keep an offender
from going back to the "Con
G am e," the "Pim p Gam e." the
"Drug Scene," or the “ Burglary
gam e" unless he first realizes
that he needs to make a change,
and then he m ust do something to
make the change. A lot of of
fenders can' t see any reason for
changing — that is why they keep
coming back to prison.
Over the years, my family and
friends seem to have taken the
stand: "Out of sight, out of
m ind.” I've tried to keep up
correspondence with them, but
they are so caught up in their own
little worlds that they just can't
find the time to write or visit.
If possible. I would like for you
to print this letter in your paper
and if there is anyone that would
like to correspond with m e (of
fering advice, friendship, or just
a few words of encouragement). I
would appreciate it very much!
Rudy
Chillicothe Correctional
Institution
Chillicothe. Ohio 45601

Our Future is Very Unclear
On November 2. noters across
the nation w ere offered a
referendum on a nuclear freeze,
which ask ed . "Should the
government of the United States
vigorously negotiate a mutual
n u c le a r w eapons m o rato riu m
and reduction, with appropriate
verificatio n , w ith the Soviet
Union and other nations?”
This resolution was approved
by a wide margin in all states
except Arizona where it was on
the ballot.
Although the referen d u m
received sweeping approval, this
cannot and does not m ean that

there will be a nuclear freeze in
the near future. The referendum
should be viewed as the public
voicing their opinion on an issue
that affects their lives directly. If
the referendum were interpreted
literally it would have serious if
not fatal implications for Western
security. The verification and the
reduction of nuclear weapons is
quite difficult, if not impossible,
policies to implement.
Since both these policies a re so
difficult to implement, given the
“ c lo sed ” n a tu re an d s tric t
security of present day Russia,
we would be relying on the

"honor system tor verification
and reduction of n u clear
w eapons. The U nited S tates
would be left a distinct and
dangerous disadvantage, if this
were the case. What the freeze
campaign seems to m irror is a
heightened public anxiety about
the risks of living in the nuclear
age. This shows a rem arkable
growth in concern and awareness
on the part of the American
people. F reezing both sid es'
arsenals at present levels would
p e rp e tu a te a presen t (and
serious) nuclear imbalance in
Europe.
This referendum would also
hin d er the constru ctio n of
“limited nuclear w eapons," such
as the cruise missiles, which are
very inexpensive alternatives to
other weapons system s proposed
by the Pentagon. This article in
no way supports the massive
increases in defense spending
that have been proposed by the
R eagan A dm inistration. The
increase in defense spending this
year was 14 percent, (above and
beyond the adjustment for in
flation.) which boosted defense
spending to 240 billions. This
course of spending is "in to
defense oblivion"
and could
prove to be just as dangerous a s a
nuclear freeze.
The support for a nuclear
freeze across the nation should
not be dismissed as a "flash in
the pan" which is limited to a
fringe of the population. Its
following
is
m uch
m ore
widespread than that. Those
people
who
support
the
referendum are in essence urging
the adm inistration to give a
hig h er prio rity to achieving
progress at the START talks now
under way in Geneva.
The vote on the nuclear freeze
should not be taken literally, but
should be interpreted liberally. It
should be viewed as the public
opinion in the direction our
defense policy should take in the
next decade It is a curious ap
p ro ach to n ational secu rity
policy, but the votes registered
deeply felt concerns, and the
adm inistration should consider
them in this spirit.
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Jaundiced Journalism
How do you feel about a raise in the student activity fee?

Anne Gencarella '86
" I think the activity fe e should he
raised i f activities will drastically
improve. "

Brian Stark ’83
"Can I get m y money back fro m the
past three years?''

D oug Hadden, '84
" I f the fe e is raised we'll still be
charged fo r admissions and beers.
w hat's the sense? ''

(C ontinued fro m Page 4)
passed.
All special interest groups have
special lobbyists who work in
W ashington to persuade C on
gressmen to accept their viewpoints
on special interests. The Catholics
have a lobbying group as well.
How effective is it? The Jewish lob
bying group got 93% o f its bills
passed last year. Other groups of
religions were in the over 90%
category. The Catholic lobbyists
had only 32% o f their bills passed.
Statistics like that don’t lie. AntiCatholicism is alive and well in the
U.S.
As recently as Sept. 19, 1982, an
article by Betty McCollister appeared
in the New York Times. The
article was entitled “ Who is this
God in need o f politicians?” Ms.
McCollister refers to the Catholic
Mass in the following quote:
“ What, after all, is the Catholic
Mass, but a kind o f ritual can
nibalism in which worshippers in
gest the body and blood o f their
god” .
The Xerox Corp. distributed
birth control pamphlets to Latin
American countries. The cover
depicted a Latin American girl
praying to a shrine of the Blessed
Virgin. Translated, the poem reads
“ Oh, Blessed Virgin, you who con
ceived without sinning, teach me to
sin without conceiving.”
Interestingly enough, this is not
the first time a religious group has
been suppressed. One need not
look back too far to see the plight
o f the Jewish people in Germany.
Hitler started an Anti-Jewish
movement that took hold o f an en
tire country. By telling his people
that the Jews were evil or even dif
ferent, Hitler convinced a nation
that the Jewish race should be
exterminated.
Perhaps we’re not headed for the
mass murder o f Catholics. Perhaps
we’re headed for something worse:

Sean H olley, ’84
" I t’s not worth it to the students to
raise the f e e ."

Religious injustice, humiliation,
a n d d iscrim ination against
Catholics everywhere. Yet, we
stand by while our civil and
religious rights are trampled.
The Jewish organizations and
other Christian groups have told us
to get up and fight back but there
exists among Catholics a lax at
titude. There is no “ get up and
fight” spirit that compels us to
stand and argue against AntiCatholicism. There seems to be no
way out for the suppression of
Catholics. This is, until now.
R ecently, Father P eter S.
Stravinskas visited PC to talk
about forming the College Chapter
o f the Catholic League. He is the
Regional Director of Development
for the League. He is also the lone
priest who fought against the New
York Times’ cruel treatment o f the
Catholic Mass. He said he chose
Providence College for the first
Chapter at a college because it is
one o f the few “ Catholic” colleges
left in A merica. The intense
Catholicity o f PC made it a good
choice for the Catholic League to
start a Chapter.
The goals o f the League are to
serve as an Anti-D efam ation
Organization, a Research and In
formation Source, a Defender of
Religious Freedom, and as an In
terest Group involved in communi
ty and national affairs. Informa
tion on the League in more detail
is available at the information desk
in Slavin Center or on request from
myself or Friar Council, Knights of
C olum bus. Any person who
believes in his Catholicity as a
serious adult should give considera
tion to joining this fine organiza
tion. It is the shield that defends the
Church and every Roman Catholic
as well. Let it not be said that the
only time Catholics stand together
is when the Gospel is read at Mass.
Divide and Conquer is the oldest
tactic in the world.

George R ooney, ’84
"As long as we get more Marshall
Crenshaw tapes the fe e should be
raised. "

Chris D uffey, ’83
"Doesn't
the
Board
of
Programmers get enough money
already? Who will receive the money
i f the fe e is increased? ''

Pretzel Logic

RACIST
Dear Editor:
Peter Giammaraco’s “ Pretzel
Logic” (The Cowl, October 27th)
contains a blatantly racist remark
that goes far beyond the limits of
taste and propriety he always ex
ceeds. The remark is obviously
racist, certainly slanderous, and
possibly libelous.
Mr. Giammarco’s weekly sexist,
scatological remarks are always in
sufferable, but this reference to
scholarship athletes interrupting
their basketball playing only to ob
tain a welfare check or six-pack of
“ Colt ’45” is unconscionable.
I wonder if Mr. Giammarco can
recognize the harm he may have
done. I wonder if he recognizes the
need and has the courage to
apologize for the remark.
Robert C. Stiepock

Dear Editor:
The tenor and tone o f the Cowl
story (November 3) on the proposal
mandate for teaching Catholic
theology in a Catholic college is the
type o f melodramatic pitting of
academic freedom versus the “ cen
sorship” o f the institutional
Church, the kind of jaundiced
journalism one has come to expect
from the secular media, but surely
one might have expected a more ac
curate, balanced, and nuanced
discussion in the newspaper o f a
Catholic College whose motto is
Veritas or truth. Let us examine the
assumptions and assertions point by
point.
1. The title o f the article is er
roneous. This is a question of
Church law not its doctrine which
may evolve not change...did our
reporter never study Cardinal
Newman in D.W.C.?
2. As the article does indicate,
the mandate to teach Catholic
theology will specifically apply to
Pontifical Faculties, e.g.. Catholic
University, the Dominican House
o f Studies and other canonically
erected faculties. Precisely how it
will apply to Catholic colleges is
not yet certain, but that brings us
to the next point.
3. To do Catholic theology is to
do so within the framework, con
text and tradition o f the Church.

One may have the academic
freedom to reject the Catholic
understanding o f tradition as the
Gospel preached and accepted in
the Church, but if so, one is no
longer a Catholic theologian. The
Church and more specifically those
Dioceses, Orders, lay people who
established and supported (and
continue to) Catholic colleges did
so that the rich wisdom o f
Catholicism might integrate the
best o f contemporary culture and
knowledge, and that it might be
authentically passed on by those
who are competent professional
theologians, who respect that
wisdom. It is in this context that
they practice their profession and
earn their livelihood.
In conclusion, let me say how
sad it is to see that the Church’s
concern for competence and the or
thodoxy o f its own doctrine should
be interpreted as a “ showdown”
between Catholic colleges and John
Paul II, a former university pro
fessor and a philosopher o f note.
Perhaps this suggests that the
reason to keep our Catholic col
leges is already passe. This is not
so at Providence College, nor is it
true o f the Department I represent.
Rev. Giles R. Dimock. O.P.
Chairman
Department o f Religious Studies

SMU Says No to
Reagan’s Visit
DALLAS, TX . (CPS)—While
some colleges go out o f their way
to get U.S. presidents to visit their
campuses—Kansas State recently
h o sted P resident R eagan—
Southern Methodist has turned
down a request to have the presi
dent speak on its campus.
The denial by SMU President
Donald Shields had nothing to do
with Reagan’s policies, but rather
the fact that the president wanted
to combine his visit with a partisan
campaign speech and endorsement
o f Texan senatorial candidate Jim
Collins.
“ A couple o f weeks ago one of
our alumni, who is also a member
o f the Republican Senatorial Elec
tion Committee, called the univer
sity president and asked about hav
ing President Reagan come to cam
pus for a Republican pre-election
rally,” explains SMU spokesman
Roddy Wolper.
But Shields reluctantly turned
down the request, Wolper says,
“ because he felt it would not be ap
propriate for the university to a p
pear to endorse any particular can
didate or political party.”
Reagan did speak at SMU while

he was running for the presidency
in 1980, Wolper notes, “ but that
time he was here to speak on
specific issues and was sponsored
by the School o f Business.”
“ Both President Reagan and Jim
Collins are welcome to come here
anytime to speak on issues or at the
request o f a campus group,”
Wolper adds. “ But for one politi
cian to come and talk strictly to en
dorse another politician is another
policy.’’

ATTENTION
The Cowl is now
accepting applications
for the position of
ASSISTANT BUSINESS
MANAGER.
Please send resumes to
The Cowl
Box 2981
by Tuesday, Nov. 23.
Interviews will take
place after
Thanksgiving.
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AMC • JEEP • RENAULT
STUDENT SPECIAL

IS THIS YOUR LUCKY DAY?

GET TH E “H O T " DEAL O N TH E N EW
'8 3 R E N A U L T A LLIA N C E

PRICES START AT $5595.
The alliance of quality and
affordability is here.

R e n a u lt A llia n c e

LET US HANDLE YOUR DRIVING NEEDS. WE
HAVE A HUGE SELECTION OF QUALITY USED
CARS FROM $1,000 UP.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.
Financing Available at Low Bank Rates.
Contact your P. C. Representative
LINCOLN LENNON AT 722-8571

E. P. FOURNIER

CALL JEANE DIXON’S HO RO SCO PES-BY- PHONE.*
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away-2 4
hours a day. It’s always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.
A ries (March 22-April 20)
1-212-976-5050
T au ru s (April 21-May 21).
1 212-976-5151
G em ini (May 22-June 21).
1-212-976-5252
C a n ce r (June 22-July 23) . 1-212-976-5353
Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) .
. 1-212-976-5454
V irgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) . 1-212-976-5656

L ibra (Sept.24-Oct.23) .
1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct . 24 Nov. 22)
1-212-976-5858
S a g itta riu s (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .1-212-976-6060
A quarius (Jan. 21 Feb. 19)
1-212-976-6161
P isce s (Feb.20-March 21)
1-212-976-6262

939 NEWPORT AVE., PAWTUCKET
N. E. NO. 1 AMC DEALER
TELEPHONE 725-4556
AMC • JEEP • RENAULT
©

New EnglandTelephone

"M OST STUDENTS D O N 'T KNOW
TH A T ARMY ROTC LEADS TO
A N ARM Y OFFICER'S COMMISSION
A T GRADUATION."
"In your last two years of
ROTC. you receive $100 a month
The way I see it, ROTC is pav
ing you money and you just give the
Army back a little of your time.
When I get out of the Army, my
experience should make it easier
to get a job. Corporations look for
officers, because they have expe
rience managing people and equip
ment. And I think starting salaries
might be higher because of that
experience.’
For Scott Bacon, adding Army
ROTC to his college schedule has
really paid off. Because it actually
added another dimension to his
college education.
And Army ROTC can do the
same for you.
For more information, stop
by the Army ROTC office on your
campus today.
And be gin your future as an
officer.

Besides studying for his degree
in management, senior Scott
Bacon is also learning what it takes
to become an officer through
Army ROTC.
‘I attended an Army ROTC
Day during my freshman summer
orientation. When I found out you
weren’t obligated to anything your
freshman and sophomore years,
I decided to try it. I enjoy ROTC.
I’m learning things I normally
wouldn’t learn in college. Like lead
ership theories. And tactics.
The management training you
receive is really good. too. It helped
me a lot with my other manage
ment courses.
“I’m pretty involved with
the University, so I’m glad ROTC
doesn’t take up a lot of time. It’s
just a couple of hours a week. At the
end of your junior year, you have
to go to Advanced Camp. It’s a lot
of run. You get introduced to
everything the Army has to offer.
Tanks, helicopters, you name it.

Contact

Cpt. Jay Johnston
Alumni Hall, Rm. 164
or call 865-2471
Scot. Bacon,
member of Army ROTC

ARM Y ROTC.
BE A LL Y O U C A N BE.

JRW—A WEEK

Susie Q.

I’m tired

The happy couple.

'82 '82 '82 '82 '82 '82 '82 '82 '82 '82 '82 '82

TO REMEMBER

All set tonight.

Jumpin Jim Jackson and Company dance the night away.

What do you want me to d o about it?

The people who made it all happen.

The only couple that survived.
Thank you, JRW photographers, for all the
pictures that came out (and for all the pictures
that didn’t). Dave Hadden, Mary Hanley,
Carolyn McLaughlin, and Steve Shaheen.
—Photo Ed.
T he cham pagne gang.

age10P

__F eatu res__
Corradino's Cracks

JRW: Thank God It’s Over
By Joe Corradino
Junior Ring Week, to my
jaundiced eye, appears to be a
m utated senior prom. (Mutated
in the sense of overgrown. Unlike
Cumberland High School, PC
guys go with girls and vice
versa.) The appeal of the event
has a lot in common with the
appeal of shore leave in Fort
Lauderdale for the crew of a sub
returning from a six month patrol
of the Arctic Sea. This is a big
event for the juniors because it
gets them away from cam pus for
a few days, a reprieve from the
over abundance of nothing to do.
Going to JRW isn't as easy as
one might think. There is the
problem of getting a date (except
if one happens to be p art of one of
the sickeningly cute couples-offthe-wedding-cake). which often
comes down to advertising in the
“ S itu a tio n s W an ted ” colum n.
The Core Committee Chairperson
is also a very good source of
a v a ila b le e s c o rts . O ften the
Chairperson is a moonlighting
employee of one of those com
puter dating services, or at least

seem s like one.
Paying for the bid isn’t too
much fun. (This may not bother
some people, but my idea of a
good tim e is counting money,)
The incidentals sta rt to add up,
too. Take flowers as an example.
I c a n 't figure out why fresh
flowers are necessary for each
night. Why not just stick the
bouquet and the boutonniere in a
glass of w ater and save them for
the whole weekend. The glasses
given out as favors m ight be used
for this.
The renting of formal wear
isn't cheap either. These en
trepreneurs who rent these things
know that nobody is stupid
enough to buy a suit they would
w ear once, or possibly twice a
year, so they take you to the
cleaners. (But not the suits, that
keeps the overhead up.)
The ultim ate expense is the
cash bar. From what I observed
in the wee hours of the mornings
this
w eek,
th e re
didn't
seem to be any constriction of
the cash flow for beverages.
Maybe that’s what m akes so
much fun bearable. I just can’t

envision myself enjoying myself
for more than 10 or 15 minutes,
unless I'm locked in a bank vault.
Money doesn't seem to bother
people who go to JRW, p ar
ticularly the crashers. There
were plenty of crashers a t this
y ear's extravaganza, according
to one of my informed sources.
Crashers are a blessing in a
way because they increase the
variety of the "m enu.’’ One can
get a "scoop” of more than one
flavor. Many are grateful for this
cummerbunded Baskins-Robbins
because then one doesn’t have to
stay with his or her date. This is
especially helpful when the date
comes from that group of people
that nobody else wanted, i.e.
those that use the end of the
tablecloth as a bib, wipe their
mouths on their sleeves, and
dislodge food from between their
teeth with a cake fork.
Personally, I don’t care who
anyone went to JRW with, or
whom they left with. I don’t care
how much it cost, how good it
was, or how much anyone drank,
I only ask that it die a natural
death until next year.

Books: The Printing Process
By Leslie M. Rupp
If you envision yourself as a
budding author or wonder just
what happens to a book being
published, then you will be in
terested in the current exhibit in
PC’s Art Gallery. “The Printing
Process: The Making of a Book"
is a comprehensive exhibit which
traces the development of a book
from the early m anuscript stages
through ty p e se ttin g , layout,
making of the printing plates,
and the final product.
The Providence College Press
publication, Thomas McGlynn:
P riest and Sculptor was used as
the exem plary model for this
display. The book was published

in December 1981 by Richard A.
McAlister, OP. Actual examples
from every stage of publication
are present including: original
d ra fts :
paper
sam p les;
photographs; layout sheets; and
an actual printing plate, one thin
sheet of m etal which prints 32
pages of the book. Sections on
special film processes used for
reproducing old photos and color
work, etc., will be of particular
interest to photographers.
For those of you who are tactily
inclined, there are many things to
touch and do in the show. It is
possible to unfold a 32-page uncut
signature, flip through sheets of
color separations, and examine
the finished publication.
In conjunction with the exhibit,
which was prepared by Fr.

M cA lister and his re se a rc h
assistant, Leslie M. Rupp '83, a
gallery talk will be given on
Wednesday. Nov. 17, at 4 p.m.
This will be an informal lecture,
given by Ms. Rupp, to elaborate
on the printing process and help
people further understand the
exhibit. For more information
please feel free to call Fr.
McAlister's office at 865-2310.
“The Printing Process: The
Making of a Book" will be in the
a rt gallery now through January
15. 1983. The gallery is located in
"the a rt building on lower campus
across from the Last Resort.
Please come down to view the
exhibit and enter the fascinating
and informative world of the
printed page.

Skull—To Russia With Love
Warning: The following article
has been freshly shoveled . . .
Yet another m egadictator has
bitten the tundra in the home of
the three-year plan. Will An
dropov stay on a s the long-term
blight on the nation of fleeing
ballet dancers? The Russian
people h a v e a tim e-honored
system of choosing leadership.
As a rule it takes over a y ear and
involves the c a re fu l, alb eit
bloody weeding out of any un
d e s ira b le s who try for the
position. As an added attraction
there were, historically, riots in
the streets and the slaughter of
innocent thousands. The winner,
the last surviving contender,
caps off the events with the
traditional purge. Then everyone
fe els loads b e tte r, an d the
breadlines are shorter.
With the heyday of the Com
m unist system much needless
bloodshed is avoided. The ruler is
chosen a fte r only a few
assassinations and the slaughter
of innocent hundreds. To rem ain
faithful to its heritage, the party
retains the use of the purge.
Otherwise no one would know
when the process was over.
This y e a r’s contest is slightly
different in that for the first time
the com m issariat is considering

w esterners for the presidency,
including the following:
—Orson Welles, for having the
s a m e stro n g , v ira l body as
Leonid.
—B arry Goldwater, who has
the sam e awareness and fresh
ideas.
—Henry Kissinger, who has the
sam e honesty and charm.
—Chris Clark, who has the
sam e poise and charisma.
—Mr. Tom Carvel, who has the
sa m e edu cated and refined
speech.
—Maggie Thatcher, who has
had experience in dealing with
inferior rabble who attem pt to
run their own country (like the
Poles) and in thwarting the ef
forts of third-world nations to
strip land from established world
powers, like the Afghans.
—Johnny Carson has refused to
run Russia unless he can rerun it
on Fridays and have a guest
president on Mondays.
—Ronnie Reagan can 't accept
the job because he’d have no
more reasons to increase defense
spending.
There are also those who would
love to take the reigns of Russian
power, but for practical reasons .
—Claus Von Bulow, because as
president of Russia you really

can get away with m urder.
—Joe Corradino, because it’s
one of the only rem aining
continued to Page 14

Ju d ith R eagan

PC Guest Director

For Ladyhouse Blues
By Alicia Roy
On the evenings of December 2
through D ecem ber 5. the
P ro v idence College T h e a tre
P ro g ra m w ill p re se n t Kevin
O'M orrison’s Ladyhouse Blues in
the Blackfriars Theatre. This
production is under the direction
of Judith Reagan — guest
director from New York City.
Anyone who sees Ms. Reagan
will attest to the fact that she is
always smiling. This is exactly
what I have also come to know
through my interview with her.
However, she revealed much
m ore
than
h er
friendly
disposition during the interview.
I began with a question that is
asked of any person with a
career. Why do you do what you
do? That is, why do you direct
college theatre?
Ms. Reagan enjoys both acting
and directing. She feels that the
two are complementary — acting
enhances your ability to direct
and vice versa.
My next questions gave her the
title “well-established actress.”
She responded to this with a
surprising statistic. As she said,
only about 10 percent of the
people employed as actors are
actually well established. She
does not consider herself part of

The Providence College
Theatre Program
presents

LADYHOUSE BLUES
by KEVIN O'M ORRISON

December 2-5 • Curtain 8 P M
FOUR PERFORM ANCES ONLY
The Blackfriars Theatre
(in Harkins Hall)

Reservations call 865-2327
$4.00 General Admission
$2.00 Students A Senior Citizens

this surprisingly low percentage.
On the other hand, she goes from
job to job like numerous other
actors.
As the title of this article im 
plies, Ms. Reagan is from New
Y ork City — 43rd S treet.
However, don’t let this street
number bring bad impressions to
your mind. Ms. Reagan and her
husband live in a high rise
housing complex for performing
artists. This project is an ex
periment taken on by the city and
the federal government. It houses
70 percent perform ers, 15 percent
elderly, and 15 percent people
from the com m unity. This
project has improved the com
munity and is attracting a t
tention.
An interesting part of Ms.
R eagan’s life was spent in the
Peace Corps. She served for two
years during which tim e she
gained valuable experience and a
broader education. She was given
the opportunity to see our country
from the outside.
To many people, the most
exciting part of her life would
probably include work on the
" s o a p s .'' including Guiding
Light, One Life to Live, Love of
Life, and All My Children. Her
(continued to P age 9)
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Marshall Crenshaw Comes to PC
By Ken Karcher

By Sue Young
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Get out and party! You've been
putting too much pressure on
yourself and its tim e to loosen up
and go wild. Luck is with you on
the 13th.
Taurus
(April 20-June 21)
Someone who has adm ired you
from a distance, will m ake their
move this weekend — be re a d y !
A pleasant change is coming on
the 18th. Y ou're in for a fun-filled
week. Taurus.
(March 21-April 19)
Cheer up. Aries! Things are n ’t
as bad a s they seem . T ry to relax
and lighten up a bit. Get out there
and meet new people.
Pisces
(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Start hitting the books. Pisces!
You've been putting things off for
too long. Stay away from the Rat
and try a night a t Phillips
Memorial.
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
Things are on the upswing,
Gemini. Romance is making its
way to your door — m ake sure
you let it in. Treat yourself to a
night out.
Cancer
(June 22-July 21)
You've been cooped up for too
long! Get outside and enjoy the
fall weather before it is too late.

Aquarius
(Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
If your social life has been
lagging lately, you're in for a big
change this weekend. Someone
whom you have had your eye on
for quite some time will o p e n
his-her eyes and they'll be aim ed
a t you.
Leo
(July 22-Aug. 21)
Success and happiness are in
the sta rs this week, but don't
slack off in your responsibilities.
Learn to budget your time to the
fullest.
Virgo
(Aug. 22-Sept. 22)
Take a break from your usual
routine and enjoy yourself. Try
your hand at a new sport or ac
tivity. It m ight m ake you feel
m ore alive.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You’ve been philandering for
too long, flirtatious Scorpio! It's
time to pay some special a t
tention to someone you've had on
hold all sem ester before you've
lost your chance.
Libra
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You have a good sense of
judgem ent — m ake sure you use
it to your advantage. Accept
challenges confidently and things
will work out for the best.
Sagittarius
( Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Try to put some of your ideas
into action this week. Once you
m otivate yourself, work might
not seem so difficult.

Marshall Crenshaw played at
Brown a few Fridays ago. If you
didn't see him then, all I can say
is, it was your loss. I was in a t
tendance, three feet from the
sta g e to see M arsh all, his
drumming brother, Robert, and
bassist, Chris Donato, put on a
great show. If you missed him
though, don’t despair. Marshall
Crenshaw will be at Providence
College this Saturday in a show
sponsored by Jeff Donovan and
the BOP. This is your golden
opportunity to see rock-and-roll
as it was m eant to be played:
performed by an artist who is on
the rise and headed to the top.
This is your chance to see an
artist who this w riter feels is the
hope for R-'N-R in the 1980’s and
beyond.
The music was refreshingly
e x u b eran t, efferv escen t and
ex h au stingly e n erg etic. Cren-

By P atrick O'Neill

where a long tim e ago King
Arthur and his Knights of the
Round Table lived in Camelot.
C ountless books have been
written about these heroes who
rallied forth to do the gallant
deeds for liege and lady, and
co u n tle ss g e n eratio n s have
continually enjoyed these tales.
Sunday night, November 21, at 8
and
10 p .m ., the la te st
manifestation of the legend can
be seen in the film Excalibar.
Inspired by M alory's Le Morte

Thanks to Everyone...
I’d just like to take a minute to thank everyone who
contributed their time and efforts over the past year to
making the Class o f ’84 JRW such a smashing success this
past weekend! Special thanks are extended to Father Stuart
J. McPhail, Mary Ellen Batcheller & ’83 Core, individual
committee members, and especially to ’84 Core Committee
Members Scott Mansolillo, Monica Higgins, Judy Dennis,
Joanne Belanger, Nora Pickering, and Nancy McKenzie. It
really was a good year—let’s do it again some time!
Sincerely,
Catherine A. Jahn
’84 Core Chairman

pioneering greats such as Elvis
Presley, Chuck Berry, Eddie
Cochran, etc. Comparisons of this
type are often used to hype
mediocre talent into m ore than it
is. Not so in the case of Marshall
Crenshaw. His musical style
would hold its own adm irably in
any age.
The concert's promoters have
provided a short video tape of
Crenshaw performing two of his
songs to acquaint those of you
who may be unfam iliar with his
music. The tape will be playing
on the television outside of the
BOP office in lower Slavin.
I strongly urge you to get a few
friends together and buy tickets
at the BOP office if you haven't
done so already. Tickets are $5 in
advance, and $6.50 on the day of
the show. Marshall Crenshaw
should prove to be the musical
highlight of the year here at PC.
I' ll see you Saturday night.

Today's Rock Review

Why the Worcester Centrum
By Jam es Tully
Who said rock groups never
change?
W ell,
m usically
speaking they might not, but they
are starting to shy away from the
Boston
G arden
an d
the
Providence Civic Center. Why?
The answ er is the brand new
Worcester Centrum,
The Centrum can seat ap
pro x im ately
13,000 people
com fortably. But the main
reason why groups are going to
the Centrum is because of the
great a co u stics the building has
*

to offer. The Centrum 's a r
chitects say they specifically
designed the buildings for clearer
sound enjoyment. This seem s to
have convinced the popular rock
groups to today.
Examples?? How about REO
Speedw agon. REO sw itched
recently from the Boston Garden
to Worcester. The Who is making
only one New E ngland a p 
pearance and guess where that
is? Billy Joel is also bringing his
act to the Centrum.
My personal opinion is that the
groups are just sick and tired of

the Boston Garden. It is a run
down building, while the Centrum
is brand new. Worcester doesn't
seem to discourage even the bad
boys of rock. Just recently. Van
Halen was given the key "to the
city. Van Halen? Give me a
break.
If Boston is watching, maybe
they should take note. Please.
Celtics fans. I don't think they
should tear down the Garden.
That would probably be the worst
thing they could do. But rock
concerts are big money to cities
everywhere.

LADYHOUSE, continued from Page 8

parts in all of these daytime
dram as were "five and unders."
This type of part portrays a
character with five lines or less.
However, as Ms. Reagan has
said, there is much pressure
when doing these roles, as the
rehearsal is brief and there are
no retakes. In other words, you
get it right the first tim e or not at
all. It is art example of quick
discipline.
Next, I asked if she had any
first reactions to Providence
College and the theatre. In one
word, she was impressed — by

Once and Future King
"It is a dream I have.” (King
A rthu r)
"A long tim e ago in a galaxy
far, far aw ay” . . . sound
fam iliar? To any who m ay have
seen STAR WARS, this line
recalls scenes of heroes and
heroines, villains, battles and
adventure in a futuristic society,
fantasy land.
But long before STAR WARS,
there was another fantasy land,

sh aw 's vocals w ere clean
sounding an d co h eren t. His
b ro th er. R obert, drum m ed
throughout the whole show with
an indefatigable intensity, which
was carried over to the mood of
the ex cited aud ien ce. Chris
Donato's bass playing was finely
honed to crystal clear precision.
In short, the fine musicianship of
the perform ers, contributed to
everyone’s having a good time.
The band's repertoire consisted
of about 15 or so songs and lasted
for over an hour. Most of the
songs were off his debut album
economically entitled, Marshall
Crenshaw,
on Warner Bros.
Records. The cleverly crafted
melodies didn't overwhelm the
lyrics, unlike much of today's
pseudo-music.
Crenshaw has been compared
to the late Buddy Holly. His style
is
b reath tak in g ly
s im ila r.
Marshall picks up the torch and
carries on in the tradition of

d'A rthur, director John Boorman
has crafted the epic of a
civilization into a vivid cinematic
creation. Might and magic clash
as knights cross swords to battle
the enemies of one land, one king,
and the peace he brought.
Filmed against the rolling hills
of Ireland, the scenes resound to
the sweeping music of Richard
Wagner as the flower of chivalry
— Gawain, Percival, Lancelot,
rid e out th e ir qu ests. Nicol
Williamson plays the m emorable
role of Merlin, the wise and
sometimes eccentric magician
who guides Young Arthur in how
to be king, after he draws the
sword of power which gives the
film its title. This is, after all, the
tale of Arthur and the world he
built. This world is best described
by Shakespeare:
". . . We are such stuff
As dream s are made on; and
our little life
Is rounded with sleep." (The
Tempest, IV, I)
The vitality of the legends of
Arthur and his knights has en
dured for centuries, and so why
not take a break Sunday night
and see why the dream lives on.

the number of productions, the
quality of these productions, and
the dedication of those involved.
There is nothing 'am ateurish'’
about the goals of the Theatre
Program . She also finds that the
actresses who are rehearsing
I.adyhouse Blues are "ready,
willing, and able.” She has some
additional background on the life
of Providence College from her
husband, Richard Warner, a
graduate from PC in the class of
’73.
When asked if she had any
advice to up and coming actors
and actresses, she replied "Yes.
tons." For one thing, while in
college, becom e involved in
every aspect of theatre work
which exists on campus. In this
way, you'll find out if you like it
while also improving your skills
and talents. After you graduate
from college, Ms. R eagan
recommends graduate school.
Among its several benefits, you
may meet people who may be
able to employ you later.
Being an actor or actress
requires a special type of person.
For one thing, you must enjoy
traveling; a job may require you
moving from your home. As Ms.
Reagan says, “ If you need a lot of
security, this may not be the

profession for you."
You must be dedicated and
take the initiative. Ask yourself if
you can take rejection, for being
a free-lance actor or a ctress may
require three or four interviews
and auditions per week. Also, be
prepared to try all forms of
media. It is highly possible, in
other words, that you will earn a
living from a combination of jobs
in theatre, television, radio and
film.
Now that you know all about
Ms. Reagan and her views, come
to see a product of her work — the
upcom ing T h e a tre P ro g ra m
production of I.adyhouse Blues.
T h ere a re only four p e r
fo rm an ces of th is show —
Thursday. December 2 through
Sunday. December 5, at 8 p.m
This show portrays the lives of
five women — a widow and her
four daughters. It is the widow
who tries with everything she
possesses to hold these daughters
together — at least until her onlyson can return home from the
war.
As people in south St. Louis
used to sa y . "W hen y o u 're
standin' there hurlin' so bad you
could die. a n ' you know you won't
— that's the blues."

OCRO PRESIDENT
VOTE

“ S M ITTY ”
MIKE SMITH
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Time O u t
Club Listings

Daytripping VIII: Plymouth, Mass.

Thanksgiving Approaches
Plymouth, Massachusetts was
the landing place o f the Pilgrims
and the first permanent settlement
by Europeans in New England. It
was here that the Mayflower land
ed on December 21, 1620 and
where the Pilgrims stepped from
the boat onto Plymouth Rock.
Rising behind Plymouth Rock is
Cole’s Hill, where the struggling
settlers spent their first weekend in
A m erica burying h alf their
number. In the Spring they leveled
the graves and sowed them with
grain to conceal their losses from
the Indians. Burial Hill contains
the graves of William Bradford and
others o f the original settlement.
In the Registry Building are the
original records of Plymouth Col

ony, the will of Myles Standish, the
original patent of January 23,
1630, and many other historical
documents. Pilgrim Hall, a large
stone building erected in 1824,
houses a collection o f Pilgrim
relics. The oldest house that is still
standing (the Crowe House) was
built in 1664. In the northern part
o f the town is the National Monu
ment to the Forefathers which was
dedicated in 1889. Plymouth dates
its founding at the landing o f the
Pilgrims. It was never incorporated
as a town, and it remained the seat
o f government until 1692 when
Plymouth Colony was united with
the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
The Pilgrims and Plymouth are
best noted for founding the tradi

tion of Thanksgiving. The Pilgrims
set apart a day for thanksgiving at
Plymouth immediately after their
first harvest in 1621; a day of
thanksgiving became an annual
festival in the Massachusetts Bay
Colony. Now the last Thursday in
November is annually set apart for
thanksgiving proclamation of the
President and o f the governors of
the various states. The day is
observed with religious services in
many churches and, is regarded,
especially here in New England, as
an occasion for family r e u n io n .
Thanksgiving is just around the
corner, and so is Plymouth. Keep
it in mind. It can enhance the
meaning o f Thanksgiving and give
one a glimpse of New England’s
history.

Tales of a Tenant
Michele Griffin
Well, well, well. It’s over. Back
to reality everyone—vacation is
over. Some vacation! Circles under
eyes, and strong aversions to
alcohol have developed in a five
day period. And the stories?! My
roommates are still being inform
ed o f what they did each night.
Shots with Gordie hmmm? It must
have been the hat. Dancing on
tables, a 3/4 formal kick line Satur
day night? Whew. Anything is
possible. I’m glad to hear everyone

had fun. O f course, I think the nor
mal percentage o f couples is no
longer speaking, others grew
closer. What else is new? I got a
dozen roses and that made me very
h ap p y ...
Let’s see. Everyone will notice
that Skull is now trying to take over
the Time Out Section... Actually,
I thought his comments were
typical Skull, although I am forc
ed by decorum not to go any fur
ther with that comment. Thanks
for the relatively constructive
criticism Skull, I guess I asked for

that. I’d like other people to write
in too! Maybe this is a trend.
Back to JRW and then I won’t
talk about it again. Every class I
went to Monday ranked on Juniors
and I guess it is due. The brunch
was nice—Carl your voice has got
ten so great! People were in major
recovery Sunday, sort o f slumped
on tables. Congratulations on mak
ing it that far! Doesn’t it feel great
to have our rings? Got to love it.
Listen people—have a great
Thanksgiving vacation—only two
weeks to the semester after that!
See ya later.

In Response to' Tales'
One thing strikes me about Tales
o f a Tenant! Know what?! Ex
cessive
exclam ation
and
inquisitive!!???
Another observation. It is very
daring, perhaps too daring, to ask
your reader point blank whether or
not you are boring. I leave that
distinctions my readers who never
fail to tell me if I slip from my nor
mal sarcastic genius into burden
some banality.
Regardless, I feel I have solved
the mystery o f why the response
to your pleas for literary in p u t has
been, shall we say, less than grati
fying. It’s because o f contentment.
That’s right, off-campus collegiates
have no gripes, no dirty laundry to

air, no problems o r catastrophes.
And since “ happy” things that
happen make reading even more
boring than Joe Corradino, we
don’t write in at all.
I know this is true for my case.
My two roommates and I are total
ly comfortable in my two-room,
one bedroom apartment in North
Providence. I feel that having a
communist, a humanist, and a
radically conservative libertarian
(not a contradiction) in one room
broadens my mind. Oh sure,
there’s the little things, but the joy
o f living with two other marvelous
people make the teensy inconve
niences worthwhile. Gobs o f hair
in the sink, Greatful Dead at 3:00

OFF-CAMPUS EDIBLES
by Patricia Flynn

Sweet Harvest Dessert
For all of you off-campus residents yearning for the taste o f home-style
cooking, here’s an old-fashioned delight that you can make right at home.
Served hot or cold, alone or topped with vanilla ice cream or whipped
cream, it's sure to satisfy. (Quick and easy, too!)
1
16 oz. can yams cut into bite sizes*
cups chunky style applesauce
tsp. cinnamon
1/3 cup butter or margarine
TOPPING:
3/4 cup dark brown sugar
4
tbsp. flour
3 /4 cup rolled oats

2
1

Topping: Combine rolled oats, flour and brown sugar. Cut in butter until
evenly mixed and crumbly.
Arrange a little less than 1/2 o f the apple sauce in a 6 ” x 10" x 2” baking
dish. Sprinkle with 1/2 tsp. o f cinnamon. Spoon 3 tbsp. o f the topping
over the apple sauce base. Evenly arrange the yams. Add remaining apple
sauce to cover yams. Sprinkle with remaining 1/2 tsp. cinnamon. Add the
rest o f the topping and spread evenly. Bake at 350 degrees until heated
throughout (30-40 min.). ENJOY!
*2 cups cooked yams may be substituted.

a.m . (or Pretenders 3 hours
straight), unmade beds, strewn
clothes, even an Irish Flag on the
wall are happy displeasures that I
proudly bear. And since I love
vacuuming, washing dishes, and
cleaning toilet facilities, the others
don’t interfere for fear o f disrup
ting my fun. Besides, the learning
experience, what I have acquired is
invaluable. I can recite many
MASH episodes verbatum, hum
along to most Clash songs (if so in
clined), and I know which English
companies to boycott.
So if everyone out there is as
content as I am with their offcampus apartment, sterility will
continue its reign in your article.

By Peggy Dunphy
Allary's 108 North Main Street. 751-2100.
Alias Smith & Jones. 50 Main Street. East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Wed: Tin Man
Fri: Bil Gannon
Sat: 2nd Avenue
Brandywine's. South Main Street. 274-7540.
Beach House Ocean Road. Narragansett 1 783-4431
Frat House 1522 Smith Street, North Providence. 353-9790
Thurs: Tarot
Fri: Tarot
Sun: The Probers
Mon: Tarot
T ubs: English
Wed: Touch
G. Flagg's 3712 Pawtucket Ave.. East Providence. 433-1258
Thurs: Fallen Angel
Fri: Fallen Angel. Open Bar 8-9
Sat: Fallen Angel, Open Bar 8-9
Sun: Strutt
T ues: Female Jello Wrestling, 99C drinks all night
Wed: Blaire Hunter
Gulliver’s Farnum Pike, Smithfield. 231-9898
Thurs: The Breakers
Fri: Outrage
Sat: Outrage
Sun: WJMS, The Modems, The Detectives, The Thrashers
Tues: Strutt
Wed: The Name
JR’s Townhouse 79 Duke St., E. Greenwich 884-3915
Last Call Saloon 15 Elbow Street. 421-7170
Thurs: Paula & the Jaguars
Fri: Paula & the Jaguars
Sat: Peter Gallway & the Real Band
Sun: TBA
Mon: Johnny and the East Coast Rockers
Tues: Backbeats
Wed:
ed: .Jack Smith the Rocker Billy Planet
W
The Llvingroom 521 2520
Thurs: Chet Bollins & Double Dare. No cover
Fri: Probers, Surburban Wives Club, Marci & the Stone Crushers, $3 cover
Sat: Berlin Airlift, Pink Cadillac. Holy Cow & the Calves. $3 cover
Sun: Ozone. Tabal, the Front Line, 52 cover
Mon: TBA
Tues: Way of the West (from England), Some Red. Arms Akimbo, $3 cover
Wed: The Schemers. Double Dare. $2 cover
Lupo’s 377 Westminster Street. 351-7927
Fri: Johnny Winter
Mon: Home Town Rockers
Tues: Max Creek
The Main Event 1111 North Main Street. 273-8811
Sat: B-52's in concert
Muldoon's Saloon 250 South Water Street. 331-7523
Thurs.-Sat: John Connors & the Irish Express
Sun.-Mon: Tom O'Carroll
Tues: Jim Brady
Wed: Shananigans
Noah’s Arkade Arcade 274-2360
Sat-Tues: 2 for 1 3 p.m.-closing
Mon-Fri: Happy Hour 3-7 p.m.
One Up Steeple St. 273-3620
S.S. Victoria South Water Street 751-7400
Thurs: Hal Corcoran 5:30-8:30. Paul Finner 8:30-1:00
Fri: Hal Corcoran 5:30-8:30, Paul Finner 8:30-1:00
Sat: Paul Finner, 8-1
Tues: 8-1 Hal Corcoran
Wed: Hal Corcoran 5:30:-8:30. Paul Finner 8:30-1:00
Fri.-Sat: Jay Murphy & Home Grown, No cover
Sun: Shenanigans
Tues: Pitcher Night
Shillers Ocean Road. 1/2 mile north of Scarborough Beach in
Thurs: Happy Hour all night
Sat: Open bar 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Sun: 2 for 1812 a.m.
Sebastians Route 114, Newport. 1-846-6517
Thurs: College night-no cover with college ID, plus drink specials
Tues: 2 for 1
Wed: Ladies Night
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Volleyball Third
In B.E. Tournament
By Christine Merlo
This past weekend, Providence
College had the privilege of
hosting the first annual Big East
Women's Volleyball Tournament
in Alumni Gym. The winner of
th is w e e k e n d 's to u rn a m e n t,
Pittsburgh, automatically won a
berth in the NCAA Division I
championship to be played early
next month.
T he to u rn a m e n t b egan on
Friday with eight highly com
petitive team s divided into two
pools. Pool A consisted of number
one ranked P ittsburgh. Syracuse,
Villanova, and Seton Hall. Pool B
included
second
ra n k e d
Georgetown, third ranked PC,
Connecticut, and BC.
E arlier in the week, the Lady
Friars w ere getting ready for the
tournament. After last weekend's
victory in the Rhode Island State
Tournament, the team was ready
both physically and emotionally.
Coach Dick Bagge was pleased
with the Lady F ria rs ' training for
the grueling m atches. “This past
week we have had some great
practices. The girls are really
pumped up to play a great
tournam ent."
On Friday, the Lady F riars
entered their first round of play
against sixth ranked Connecticut.
PC had no problems destroying
their opponent 15-t, 15-4. Con

s is te n t play by sophom ores
M aureen Walsh and Lori
DeRentiis aided PC on to their
victory.
On Saturday, Providence met
two more team s in the quar
terfinals. The first game against
the BC Eagles proved to be no
m atch as PC easily won it by the
score of 15-7. The second game
proved to be a closer one, but the
Lady Friars spiked past the
falling Eagles, 15-9.
PC 's second quarterfinal round
was not as easy as the first
match. This time, the Hoyas from
Georgetown would share the net
with the Lady Friars. E arlier in
the season, PC and Georgetown
h ad m et four tim es with
Providence beating the Hoyas on
only one occasion.
In the first game, the Hoyas
jum ped to a 7-0 lead before PC
was on the scoreboard. It wasn’t
until sophomore co-captain Judy
Barnes was serving that the Lady
F ria rs could come to within three
with an 8-5 score. Finally, with
the consistent serves of junior
P am Pierce. PC tied up the game
at 9-9. Unfortunately, the Lady
F ria rs could not hold on as
Georgetown slipped by them, 1015.
Providence took an early lead
in the second g am e before
su rre n d e rin g the serv e to
G eorgetow n. To P ro v id en ce's

The girls missed this time, but on the very next play, brought the referee down for the 10 count.
(Photo by Brian Thorton)

dismay, Georgetown was able to
capitalize on a few PC mistakes,
as Hoya M eredith Z atorski
served seven straight points to
bring the score to 1-7. PC co
captain Liz Calvini tried to bring
PC back by serving three straight
points; how ever, G eorgetow n
claimed the victory, 15-6.
Providence finished the af
ternoon with a 4-2 record. For
tunately, this earned the Lady
F riars a spot in the semifinals.
Since the Lady F ria rs’ record
was the second best posted, their
semi-final game would m atch
them against first ranked P itt
sburgh.
The semi-final game proved to
be an exciting one. as the two

Class of 1983
presents

Christmasfest
Buffet Dinner & Dance

Saturday, Dec. 4
MUSIC BY:

team s met for the first time. In
the first game (best three out of
five) the P itt Panthers displayed
an excellently skilled style of
play; however, the Lady F ria rs’
defense was equally awesome.
The first game proved to be close,
as the Panthers won it by a slim
two points. 16-14.
In the second and third games,
Pitt forced PC to depend on their
defense as the Pitt offense con
tinuously set up the damaging
spike. PC also had a deadly of-

PARADYSE’
Bids on Sale

Seniors Only — Nov. 18-19
3:00-7:00 — 9:00-4:00
Underclassmen — Nov. 22-23
9:00-4:00
SEMI-FORMAL

$25.00 couple

The final game of the tour
nam ent m atched co nference
rivals Pitt and Georgetown. Pitt
was the victor, claiming three
straight games, 15-7, 15-6 and 1513.

Mullaney P rom oted
PROVIDENCE, RI - Lou Lamoriello, director of athletics at
Providence
College,
todayannounced that Fr. Thomas R.
Peterson, O.P., president of the
college, has approved the
promotion of two m em bers of the
athletic
department.
Joe
Mullaney, head basketball coach,
and
Helen
Bert,
assistant
director of athletics, have both
been named to the position of
associate director of athletics,
effective immediately.
Mullaney, who coached the
F riars in the 1950's and 1960’s,
returned to PC last season after a
three-year coaching stint at
Brown University. During his 14
seasons as head coach at PC
(1955-1969), Mullaney compiled a
271-94 record and led the F riars to
six
National
Invitational
Tournaments—winning the title
in both 1961 and 1963—and to
three National Collegiate Athletic
Association playoffs. Mullaney
also coached the National
Basketball Association’s Los
Angeles Lakers and the ABA's
Kentucky Colonels and Utah
Stars.
“ I’m
delighted
at this
appointm ent," said Lamoriello.
“ Over
the
years,
Joe's
accomplishments
with
the
(continued from Page 8)

"

fensive
sy stem
featu rin g
sophomores Lori DiRentiis and
Trisha O’Brien. However, the
n atio n ally ran k ed P a n th e rs
proved to be the m ore
aggressive, and in the end, Pitt
claimed the m atch 16-14, 15-9, 15-

countries that hasn't been ex
posed to and therefore disgusted
by his writings.
Personally, I think Alex Haig
has the best chance. He has
nothing else to do, and he could
get back at Ronnie. Besides,
when Leonid died he immediately
calmed the fears of the Russian
people by assuring them that he
was in charge.
I won’t dwell on the elections
because all of the money I won in
gambling on the candidates will
go directly into all the toss money
policies that RI voted on them 
selves. One interesting low point

basketball
program
set
standards of excellence that have
benefited every sport a t the
college. His expertise in athletics
will be a tremendous a sset to me
in keeping the PC athletic
program in the forefront of
intercollegiate athletics.' ’
A resident of E ast Greenwich.
RI, Joe has five children, two of
whom are now students at PC.
Mullaney was m arried to the late
Anne (Zipp) Mullaney.
Helen Bert became the first
woman to join the PC athletic
departm ent when she was
appointed women’s recreation
director in September, 1971—a
position which was necessitated
by the admission of women to the
Dominican college. Since then,
Mrs. B ert has expanded the scope
of women’s athletics to include
In terco lleg iate Division I level
competitions in field hockey,
volleyball, cross country, indoor
and outdoor track, basketball, ice
hockey, tennis, lacrosse and
softball. She has served as
assistant athletic director since
1974.
In announcing the appointment
of Helen B ert, Lamoriello stated,
“I take particular pride and
(continued to p age 16)
of the campaign takes us towhere else-PC-where our very
own Dr. Carlson of the Poli Sci
dept.
decided to poll Providence to see
which of the undesirables would
soon becom e Lord M ayor.
Darigan capped the honors by a
wide m argin, and the information
was given press. So why did
Cianci win? Did th e voters
change their minds on the way to
the booths? Not really. It’s just
that the poll that represented the
views of the entire city of
Providence, the poll that could
give an edge to its winner, was
based on 83 people.
The Bucci-Quattrocci machine.
Has a nice ring to it.
Skull

Announcement
Please return rosters for hockey and
basketball to the Intramural Athletic
Board by the end of this week.
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Sports-writer on 1982-83 Season

Testa Picks Friars Fifth
By Richard Testa
While there will be no way of
knowing how well the 1982-83
F riars will fare on the basketball
court until they’ve played a few
games, the early bet is to
disregard the coaches’ preseason
poll which places PC seventh (out
of nine) and look forward to a tie
for fifth in the Big E ast race. Of
course this is quite an optimistic
view, yet it is not unrealistic in
the least. A regular season record
of 14-16. 7-9 in the conference,
would be a great improvement
over the past four years and, in
essence, should be what fans look
for in the upcoming campaign.
The F ria rs's act will go public
Saturday afternoon at the Civic
C enter a g a in s t Cibona of
Yugoslavia. You will probably
need a scorecard. The regular
season opens Nov. 27.
To refresh your memories, last
y ear’s leading scorer (16.2ppg)
and second leading rebounder
(4.4rpg). Ron Jackson, will co
captain the F riars along with
Ricky Tucker, the sixth all-time
leading assists m an at PC. Last
y ear's leading rebounder (8.0
rpg) and second leading scorer
(14.1 p p g ). Otis T h orpe, is
returning as well. Also back are
6-7 Sean Canty. 6-6 Keith Lomax,
6-1 Carl Hill, and 6-5 Jim
Cholakis.
One of the five newcomers is
sophomore transfer Ray Knight,
a 6-9 center. Al Roth, a 6-5 fresh
man, is the lone forward recruit.
Three guards, 6-3 Dick Pennefalher, 6-2 Don Brown, and 5-11
Harold Starks, will give the backcourt some strength. (Starks was
expected to have his cast
removed last week and begin
practicing with the team.)
PC'f chances for improvement
in the Big East are enhanced
when you consider the talent lost
at other schools. Seton Hall will
definitely finish below the Friars
with the loss of BE leading scorer
Dan Callandrillo to graduation
and a late start on recruiting
caused by the late hiring of head
coach P .J . C arlesim o . Con
necticut has lost its whole front
line (Corny Thompson. Mike
McKay, and Chuck Aleksinas)
and will, barring unforeseen

c irc u m sta n c e s, not have the
experience to finish ahead of PC.
Pittsburgh had a good recruiting
off season, but they’ve one player
on whom they place all of their
hopes: Clyde Vaughan. They lost
their second, third and fourth
leading scorers of a year ago.
Boston College will be tied with
PC for fifth because they lost
their best player to the NBA
(John Bagley) and they have a
new head coach, Gary Williams.
V illanova h as been picked
number two in the nation in most
pre-seaso n polls. They have
everyone back except forward
Aaron Howard. VU recruited two
players over 6-10. Georgetown
recruited two over 6-o and they
have P a t Ewing. St. Johns and
Syracuse have everyone of any
im portance back. The Redmen
duo of David Russell and Chris

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Villanova
Georgetown
St. John’s
Syracuse
Providence
Boston College
Pittsburgh
Connecticut
Seton Hall

Mullins and the Orangemen trio
of E rich Santifer, Tony “ Red"
Bruin, the Leo Rautins. are the
main reasons both team s will
finish ahead of PC or BC.
As you can see. the race for the
fifth spot will be tight. Pick PC
over the o th e rs because of
coaching and Big E a st ex 
perience. Remember, the key to
the Big East season is to finish in
seventh place or above. The
eighth and ninth place finishers
will have to play a special playoff
to determ ine who will face the top
team, on the following night, in
the Big East Tournament.
BIG EAST CONTINUED . . .
PC, as a mem ber of the BE, has

never beaten Syracuse or Con
necticut. Look for that to change.
The Friars were 0-9 on the road
last season. That has to change!
PC was 9-7 at home. The Civic
Center record is 134-41 in 10
years. A 45-second shot clock, to
be turned off the last five minutes
of regulation play, will be an
added attraction (or distrac
tion?) this season. The Big East
is one of seven conferences ex
perimenting with this.
The BE is, once again, the most
televised basketball conference
in the nation. All 72 league games
will be broadcast on Eastern
regional or n ational cable
television. NBC will telecast five
gam es involving BE team s
n ationally.
including
the
Georgetown-PC contest here in
Providence. CBS will telecast
three other Big East games. The
USA cable network will televise
27 conference games. These will
appear every Tuesday. Wed
nesday, and Saturday. There are
also nine Monday night games
planned. ESPN will carry a few
games, as will Ted T urner’s
WTBS superstation. You’re sure
to know every team member
personally if you watch most of
these games!
NCAA HOOP NEWS . . . . Ten
conferences are using the old
ABA lines and a three-point field
goal this year. The Big East
rejected this experiment and will
not take part. Few of the p ar
ticip atin g conferences have
agreed on the distance to be used.
The ACC and Atlantic Ten (of
which URI is a member) will
allow three points for a 19-foot
shot. Other distances are 20 feet,
three inches and 21 feet, three
inches. The annual Basketball
Hall of Fam e benefit game this
Saturday in Springfield. Mass.,
between national champion-by-apoint North Carolina and St.
John's, which opens the regular
season, will be played without a
shot clock or a three point basket.
None of the experimental rules
will be used in the NCAA
championship tournament and
all baskets will count two points
in the determination of a national
scoring champion. The visiting
team will have the choice of rules
in nonconference games.

4th at E.A.C.C.

Lady Runners Close Season
By Mary Evans
Running
under
blustery
weather conditions the Lady
F riars cross country team raced
to a fourth place finish at the
Eastern Athletic Conference
Championship held on November
6th. They competed against a
disappointingly
sm all
but,
nevertheless, highly competitive
field of eight team s and 56
Division I runners on the rolling
hills of the Green Hill Golf Course
in Worcester, MA.
Another disappointing factor
was the loss of num ber one
runner Julie McCrorie, out due to
a sprained ankle. The remaining
six
did
rem arkably
well,
finishing within one m inute of one
another.
The team was led by the
outstanding effort of sophomore
Sue Montambo who finished ninth
with a tim e of 19:04 on the
difficult
3.1
mile
course.
Following Sue with a split of only
34 seconds between them were
sophomore Nancy Davis in 20th
with a tim e of 19:29, junior Kathy
O’Connell,
21st
in
19:37,
sophomores Sue Maher, 24th in
19:43, Julie Morand, 29th in 29:01,
and freshm an Cheryl Smith in

30th place with a tim e of 20:03.
PC finished with a team score
of 91 points to beat William and
Mary College (105 points),
Northeastern University (147),
St. Joseph's College (163), and
Long Island University (218). The
winner of the m eet was Jam es
Madison College with 29 points
and second and third places were
earned by the University of
M assachusetts with 82 points and
Wagner College with 84.
Last Saturday the Lady Friars
competed in the NCAA qualifiers
in Burlington, Vermont. The
m eet was hosted by the
University of Vermont and
featured team s from all over
New England.
The race w as a difficult one in
term s
of
the
weather
conditions—very cold, windy,
and wet—but even more so in
term s of the competition. Out of a
field of twenty of the best teams
in Division I—including Harvard,
Yale, Dartmouth, UNH, BC, and
BU—the Lady F riars managed to
secure 11th place. Harvard
placed first.
The girls were paced by the
strong running of Julie McCrorie
who placed 27th with a time of
18:13. She was followed by the
fine
perform ance
of
Sue

Montambo (18:46) and Nancy
Davis (19:03) who placed 43rd
and 61st respectively.
Cheryl Smith was the fourth
Lady F riar to cross the finish
line, placing 69th with a tim e of
19:22. She was followed by Sue
Maher in 75th place with a tim e of
19:30, Julie Morand, 83rd with a
time of 19:51, and Kathy
O’Connell, 87th with a tim e of
19:57.
This race m arks the end of the
Lady F riars’ cross country
season. THe team will lose five
seniors after this season: Lisa
Maldonado,
Maryanne
M cNamara, Jean Fiore, Debbie
Dusseault, and Jean McAuliffe.
They are valuable for their
athletic abilities as well as their
spirit and enthusiasm.
The end of cross country m arks
the completion of only one phase
in PC's running program. The
girls will soon be competing in
indoor (winter) track and will
follow this with outdoor track in
the spring. The first indoor meet
will be a developmental meet,
held at URI on December 5th.
Mark Skinkle, a fine distance
runner himself, did an excellent
job as the girls’ coach. His
services
are
very
much
appreciated.

Senior co-captain Liz Calvini makes for a pretty picture with this
fine spike during last Saturday's tournament.
(Photo by Brian Thornton)

Congratulations
Fighting Friars - 1982 NECFC All-Conference Selections (By nomina
tion and vote o f conference coaches).
Chris Lamendola—Sr.— Co-Capt.; East Greenwich, RI.
2nd Team QB; Player o f the Week twice, 90 co m p /186 att; .484;
9TD's.
Bill McNamara—Fr.— Lexington, MA.
2nd team TE, 18 receps/207 yds; 3 TD’s’ 5/2 pts conversions
Carl Ficks—Soph.— Kensington, CT.
2nd team DE, 55 unassisted; 24 assists, 3 sacks
Jack Healey—Sr.—Hyde Park, NY
2nd team LB, 34 unassisted; 23 assists, 4 sacks, 3 ints.
Rusty Dubuc— Jr.—South Attleboro, MA.
2nd team CB, 25 unassisted; 23 assists; 1 int.; Missed 2 games with
shoulder separation.
Jim McClean— Jr —Acton, MA.
2nd team RB; Player o f the Week once, 134 carries/631 yds.; 70 yd.
avg.; 6 TD's
Jim Seaver—Jr.—Milford, MA.
2nd team DT, 24 unassisted; 31 assists, 3 sacks
**McLean, Seaver and Tom Fitz (Pawcatuck, CT) were elected by
players as captains for next season.

Big East News
PROVIDENCE, RI—PRISM/
NEW ENGLAND has been
awarded the television rights to
the 1983 BIG EAST/Converse
Women’s
Basketball
Championship, according
to
David R. Gavitt, BIG EAST
Commissioner.
The Championship game will
be played a t 2 p.m. on March 6 at
Alumni Hall. Providence College.
The
winner
will
receive
automatic qualification in the
1983 NCAA DIVISION I Women’s
Championship.
“We’re extremely happy to
reach yet another agreement
with PRISM/NEW ENGLAND to
televise BIG EAST basketball,
Gavitt
said.
"PRISM/NEW
ENGLAND’S
interest
in
obtaining
the
Women's
Championship
is
another
indication of the strength and
interest in BIG EAST women's
basketball. Since the May 1982
formal decision to conduct seven
women's , championship,
the
basketball championship has
earned automatic qualification to
the NCAA championship, a m ajor
corporate sponsor in Converse,
and new television exposure."
PRISM/NEW
ENGLAND

President, Ron Ryan, said. "We
are happy to be able to expand
our relationship with the BIG
EAST Conference and especially
pleased to be able to bring our
subscribers live and exclusive
coverage of such a prestigious
women's athletic event ."
PRISM/NEW ENGLAND, a 24hour entertainm ent, movie and
sports cable network, also will
televise a
15-game
men's
Conference schedule during the
coming season. Last
year
PRISM/NEW
ENGLAND
televised the six games in the
opening and semifinal rounds of
The BIG EAST Men's Basketball
Championship played at the
Hartford Civic Center.
This year m arks the first year
in which The BIG EAST
Conference
will
conduct
Championships
in
women's
sports. Basketball is one of seven
BIG
EAST
women's
championship sports.
In
August.
the
NCAA
announced The BIG EAST
women's champion would be one
of 13 conference champions to
receive an automatic berth in the
national championship. Earlier
this month Converse was named
the official sponsor for the
championship.

HOLIDAY TRAVEL
Responsible drivers needed for cars to
Florida.
• Generous gas allowances
•Insurance paid

AAACON AUTO TRANSPORT
274-7660________________
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— S p o r ts
M en’s X-Country

Friars No. 1 Into Nationals
By Chris Lydon
Mid-season polls a re usually
not taken very seriously, but
when Brendan Quinn and the rest
of the Providence College cross
country team found out they were
ra n k e d n u m b er one in the
country to H arrier Magazine,
they knew they had to prove it
was right. After last Saturday’s
resounding victory at the IC4A
Cross Country Championships at
Lehigh University, they left little
doubt that they are one of the
favorites this Monday a t the
NCAA Championships at Indiana
University.
Led by the devastating one-two
punch of Quinn and sophomore
Rich O’Flynn, the F riar harriers
left a 42 team field in the dust to
capture their second straight
IC4A crown. Quinn added the
IC4A Individual crown to his Big
East title, earned three weeks
ago in Boston, with a 20 second
victory over team m ate O’Flynn;
as Providence scored 48 points to
132 for second place Bucknell
University (13th in the latest
poll).
Behind the two frontrunners,
the F riars were paced by senior
Jim m y Fallon in tenth place,
sophomore Steve Binns in thir
teenth place, freshm an John
Doherty in 22nd, senior Paul
Moloney in 26th. and freshman
Andy Ronan in the 53rd position.
This was the kind of team per
formance that was needed to
provide the momentum to propel
the F riars into the championship
meet on Monday.
The IC4A victory was preceded
the week before with a victory in
the New E n g lan d C ham 
pionships, held at Franklin Park
in Boston. For the ninth straight
year, PC captured the team
ch am pionship; w hile fo r the
tenth straight year, a Providence
runner finished first. This year,
the individual aw ard went to
Binns, as he led F riars home in
six of the top seven places.
While there was no real doubt
a s to the outcome of the New
England meet, the race still held
g r e a t sig n ific a n c e to the
Providence runners, who were
vying for spots in the two
championship m eets that lay
ahead. From the beginning, it
became a battle for third place,
a s Binns and O’Flynn took the
pack out in a 4:24 mile to open a
sizeable gap on the rest of the
field. Behind them, two sm aller
gro u p s em e rg e d ; one with
Fallon, junior Charlie Breagy,
and BC standout Fernando Braz,
and another with Moloney and
freshman Mike Capper.
Through miles two through
four, Fallon held on to third
place, followed by Braz and
B reagy, then Moloney and
Capper As Binns and O'Flynn
passed four miles in 18:38, they
eased off and ran together in the
fifth mile to avoid racing too hard
against each other. They crossed
the finish line together in 23:22,
with O’Flynn easing off a t the last
second to give the victory to
Binns.
Behind the two leaders, a battle
(continued from Page 14)
pleasure in the promotion of
Helen to associate athletic
director
because
this
appointment
simply
makes
official what she's been doing fort
the past ten years. Helen built the
women’s program from one sport
and only 13 athletes to ten
Division I team s, with 150 women

was taking place between the dition, because of the different
other PC runners. Breagy passed race courses across the country,
Braz and Fallon, and cam e on to it is difficult to assess the talent
take third in 23:28, followed by of other schools, as times do not
Braz, and then Fallon in 23:36. accurately reflect the difficulty
Moloney and Capper also ran of a particular course.
At the moment. Wisconsin and
hard against each other in the
last mile, with Moloney finishing the University of Texas at El
four seconds ahead, 23:48 to Paso are ranked second and
th ird , resp ectiv ely . Wisconsin
23:52. M ike A rpin w as the
appears to be a strong, close
seventh F riar home, running a
personal best 24:55, good for 58th pack, as they usually bring in
place.
their top five runners within a
short time span. UTEP, which
During the week, Coach Amato
has won this meet the last four
m ade decisions as to who was
years, appears to be in disarray
best prepared for the two most
this y e a r, desp ite its usual
im portant meets left on the
amount of talent. For the first
schedule. It was decided that
time in recent memory, the team
Charlie Breagy would be rested
championship is definitely up for
in the 1C4A meet, with Andy
Ronan taking his place; and
grabs.
The depth of Providence
depending upon the result, the
College is not suspect, as they
team for the Nationals would be
appear to have more talent than
selected.
at any time in their history. One
The w eather Saturday morning
example of this is that in the four
at Lehigh University was not
m ajor meets this season, the
ideal for fast times; the day
Friars have had three different
dawned windy and cold, and
individuals finish first. Rich
coupled with the endless rolling
O'Flynn won the Bucknell meet,
hills over the 10,000 m eter course,
Quinn the Big E ast and IC4A
it was a day to run for place, not
titles, and Binns the New
time.
England Championship. In ad
After running with a pack for a
dition to those three, Fallon,
little over two and a half miles.
Breagy, Moloney, and Doherty
Quinn slowly pulled away to turn
have the ability to score well and
in an outstanding 29:42 time.
provide the final touch in the bid
O’Flynn found himself in a fierce
for a National Championship.
battle with Bill Reifsnyder of
B ucknell over second place.
Reifsnyder surged several times
over the last two miles, but was
never able to shade O'Flynn, who
outkicked Reifsnyder over the
last 200 m eters to claim second
place.
By Kevin O’Hare
Senior Fallon proved to be one
of the keys to the Providence
Providence College’s soccer
success as he picked up the slack
season ended on a sour note last
c re a te d by the su b p ar p e r
Wednesday with a hard fought
formance of Steve Binns. who
loss to defending national
was suffering from the effects of
champions University of Con
a mid-week cold. Had Binns been
necticut, 3-2. The F ria r’s final
as healthy as usual, he would
record was seven wins, seven
have been close to O'Flynn, and
losses and two ties. In retrospect,
possibly ch allenged for the
the 1982 season was a disap
victory, though the day appeared
pointing one, with the team losing
to belong to Quinn, no m atter who
else was in the race.
For freshman John Doherty,
the race was a way to tell just
what kind of shape he was in,
since it was only his second race
of the year. Calf problems have
kept him from running up to his
potential, though he appears to be
over the problems, and ready for
this Monday.
In contrast, Moloney has run
every race this season, has shown
improvement with each effort,
and appears ready to run well on
Monday. For Andy Ronan, it
appears that there was not
enough stam ina to come through
the long season a t maximum
stre n g th . The fresh m an got
initiated into the rigors of major
college cross country, and will
benefit from his experience in the
coming seasons.
When the starter’s gun is fired
Monday m orning a t Indiana
University, the race is going to
come down to what Steve Binns
term s, who is best "on the day.”
There is no doubt that the talent
ex ists to win the N ational
Championship this year; but
there are many intangibles that
need to be considered. In ad-

Jimmy Fallon (28) and Charlie Breagy (22) will be Keymen next
M onday at the N C A A ’s in Indiana.
(Photo by Bill Wynn)

Booters Bow to UConn, 3-2
many close games, and tying
inferior opponents. The primary
cause of the F ria r’s dilemma was
injuries. Thirteen players were
hurt during the season, including
six starters who were lost for the
season.
Before any player took to the
field in last week’s game, con
tro v ersy e ru p ted . C onnecticut
coach Joe Morrone did not bring
his entire squad to the game,
opting instead to play his second

participating. It is because of her
tremendous spirit and dedication
that Providence College now has
one of the finest and most
comprehensive
women’s
athletics programs
in the
nation.”

Helen Bert and her husband,
Hugo,
reside
in
North
Providence; they have four
children.

Although the effort was there, PC could not overpower UConn.
(Photo by Hugh Hurley)

team . Morrone explained that his
stra te g y w as. "in no way
n eg ative tow ards P rovidence
College,” and added that the
move was motivated to prevent
any injury that might occur as
to urnam ent tim e ap proached.

P C. coach Bill Doyle called the
maneuver, "a slap in the face to
our program.”
Early in the game, Connecticut
dominated, taking advantage of
the weaknesses in Providence's
defense, with the injuries to Pat
Buckley, and Ted Burbage, who
suffered a broken ankle versus
Brown. However, the F ria rs
scored first. At 35:33, John
Farren, capitalizing on a UConn
defensive mistake, slipped a shot
past the goaltender. Moments
later, Mike Sanchez of UConn
tied the score, 1-1 at the half.
UConn struck first in the
second half. Fotis Stavrianidis,
beat two defenders, and booted
the ball past P.C. goalie Frank
Morris. Both team s struggled to
control the game for the rest of
the period. P ro v idence took
control at 70:44 on John F arren’s
second goal. Taking a pass from
Senior Reid Chisolm, Farren
dribbled and nailed a shot into the
left side of the goal.
With the score tied at 2-2, the
game entered overtime. P.C.
flooded the zone early in the
period, but failed to produce a
goal. At 94:11 the H uskies’
Stavrianidis scored the game
winner, a sidewinding kick that
put the ball in the upper left
corner of the goal, and out of the
reach of Frank Morris. Aside
from a F arren drive in the second
overtime, the F riars had no
chance to recover.
After the gam e, Providence
College soccer coach Bill Doyle
commented on the past season.
“We played some games better
than others, but we always
played with control. The lads had
a lot of heart and character. They
never gave up. For my buck, this
was a very outstanding team .”

